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Holland City News.
VOL. VIII.— NO. 44. HOLLAND, MICIL, SATURDAY, DECEMBER 13, 1879. WHOLE NO. 403.
She Icthml (Gits
a weekl^Tewspapee. '
PUBLISHED EVERY SATURDAY AT
mmm mui
OFFICE: VAN LAND EG END'S BLOCK.
OTTO J. DOESBURG,
Editor and Publisher.
Terms of Subscription:
per year if paid in advance; $1.75 if
paid at three months, and $ 1. 00 if
paid at six months.
JOB I’RINTINO PROMPTLY AND NEATLY DONE.
TERMS OF ADVERTISING:
One square of ten lines, ( nonpareil.) 7!) cents
nirst insertion, and 25 cents for ouch sultse-
Quunt Insertion for any period under three
months.
I 3 M. I .ft M. I 1 T.
8 501 Sqttare
28 “
>4 Column
X **
I
5 O'*
8 00
10 DO
17 00'
5 00 I 8 00
8 00 I 10 "0
10 00 j 17 00
17 00 I 23 00
25 00 I 40 00
Qeaoral Dealers.
IT AN PUTTKN G„ — „ . , „ -V Goods. Groceries. Crockery. Hats and Caps,
General Dealers, in Dry
______ latsand 
Flour, Provisions, etc. ; River *t.
LDerr &&1 Dile Statlev
TJOONB n„ Livcrv and Sale Stable. Office
1) audbarnon Market street. EverythlnK first-
class.
VTIBBELINK, J. H., Livery and Sale Stable:
xN Office of Dally SUge Line to San^atuck, 9th
street, near Market.
Meat Marictt.
1YOONE, C.. Wholesale Dealer in all kinds of
Meat. Pays the highest price for cattle.
Zeeland. Ottawa Co., Mich. 2-ly
IVUTKAU* VAN ZOF.REN, New Meat Mar-
1> ket, uearcornor EUlith and Fish Street. All
kinds of saitstt-res constantly on hand.
•A', 00 40 fK) | (»'. IH)
Yearly advertisers have the privilege of three
changes.
Business Cards in City Dircclory, not over three
lines, $2.00 per annum.
Notices of Births. Marriages, and Deaths pub-
lished whttout charge for subscribets.
An X before the Subscriber's name will denote
the expiration of iho Subscription. Two XX sig-
nify that no paper will be continued after date.
iir All advertising hills collectable quarterly.
Sail 8oaiR
Chicago & West Michigan E. R.
Taken Effect, Sunday, \'»c. 9, 1879.
Arrive at
Holland,
Leave
IhJland,
H 1 40 u. in.
f 5.20 “
3.30 p.m.
5.25 a. m.
3.35 r»- m.
* 8 20 u. tu.
Trains.
Grand Riipida.
“ “ 11.55 a. m.
•• “ i 10 00 p.m.
Muskegon, Penlwaler
»fc Big Rapids. *5.85 p.m.
** “ 10 80 “
“ “ l 9.55 p. m.
New Builftlo &
Clticugo. | 1.30 a.m. 12.00 m.
•• • “ * 7,20 “ * 0 00 a.m.
“ “ 3 25 p. m. \ 10.15 p. m.
“ “ * 7.40
• Mixed trains,
t I)ai^‘ except Sundav and Monday,
t Daily except Saturday.
, Mondays only.
All other trains daily except Sundays.
All trains on this road, will be rub by Chicago
time which is 20 minutes later than Columbus
time.
----- -
Grand Haven Rail Road.
Taken Effect, Monday, Dec. 1, 1879.
rrUITE. J., *Dealer In all kinds of meats and
IV vegetables; Meat Market on 8th street.
\7AN DER HAAU. IL. Dealer In Fresh, Salt.
V and Smoked Meats and Vegetables: paper
and twine; 8th street.
UasufactSTiev Mills, Shops, Sic.
T V BALD, H. K., Manufacturer of and Dealerin
I I Agricultural Implements; commission agent
for Mowfnu Machines • cor. 10th & River street.
1 JAUELS. VAN PUTTEN Jfc CO., Proprietors
I of Plugger Mill*: ( Steam Saw and Flour
Mills.) near foot of 8th street.
\I7ILMS, P. H. Manufacturer of Wooden, and
Iron and Wood combination Pumps. • Cor-
lOtb and Rivet streets.
Mourr Pufcllci.
I)OST, HENRY I)., Real Estate and Iniurance1 Agent, Notary Public and Conveyancer; Col-
ections made in Holland and vicinity.
I wish to chII the Attention of the pub-
lic tu large, and my patients in particular,
to the tact that I have removed my ofllce
from the drug-store of Dr. R. A. Belt ou ten
to the rooms formerly occupied by Dr.
Gee, in Venueina's building, on Eighth
street. A slate hangs on the door, upon
which orders can he written during my
absence from the office. Orders ckn also
be left at my residence, or ut the late res-
idence of my father. All orders will be
promptly attended to
F. S. LEDEBOER, M. D.
Holland, Nov, 11, 1879.
4— - ----- -
Since I have noticed that some farmers
want to make it a practice to Come into
the city and sell beef at reduced rales,
during the cold weather, I want to notify
my customers that I sell meat just as
cheap, and better beef, at wholesale, even
if thev go down to three or four cents per
pound. _ J- KU1TE
AN SOH ELVEN, G-. Justice of the Pence.
Notary Public, Conveyancer, etc. Office,
Van Lamlegend'c Block.
V
PhyileUos.
ASH, li. L.. Surgeon, Ph)>iciati ami Accouch-eur. Office at hi* reaidence, Overysel, Mich.
T EDEBOER. F.S.,Otty Physician and Surgeon;
ij office at rei'ldence, on Eighth street, near
Chi. * M. L. S. R. R. croB*ing.
\IO CULI.OOH THOS., Phyalcian, Surgeon ami
^*4. Accoucheur. Office, Van Putteu's Drugstore,
llollaml, Michigan.
Osin? North. Going "cu*.h.
No. 4. No. 2. STATIONS. No. No. 1,
p. in. u. m. a. m. p. ni.
9 25 12 20 Muukeijon, 6 25 3 05
8 25 11 47 Ferryubura, 7 20 3 35
7 55 11 42 Grand Haven., 7 45 3 4(i
7 05 11 12 PiRCOU, 8 40 4 0«
5 55 10 44 Holland, 9 55 4 35
5 25 10 25 Fillmore, 10 25 4 .‘5
4 0J 9 35 Allei'on, 11 40 5 45
FRED. U. MAY. Manager.
E. C. Leavknwobth. Gen' l Freight Agent.
W. BAUMGARtKL, Agent,
• Holland. Mich.
< ;|o»e connections made at Allegan with O. R. A
R. R. and L. S. A M. S for Plainwell, Kalama-
yoo Ft. Wayne. Cleveland. Ac.. Ac.
'Business Directonj.
Attomyi.
1 TOWARD, M. D., Claim Agent, Attorney and
IT Notary Public; River street.
A f C BRIDE, P. II., Attorney and Counselor at
jYL Law. and Proctor in Admiralty. No. 11
River street, . _ __
PARKS, W. H. Attorney and Couticelor at Law,1 corner of River and Eighth streets. *
rpBN EYCK, J., Attorney at Law and Collecting
X Agent. Officoln Kenyon A Van Patten's bank
Eighth street.
OCHOUTEN, R A., Pnysician and Surgeon;
O office m the First Ward Drug Store, Eighth
Street.
OUHOUTBN, K. J.. Physician and Acconchcr.O Office ut Dr. schouten’s drug store. Eighthstreet. 40 ly.
\f ANTING, A. G.. Physician and Surgeon;M office ut Graafrchap Village, Allegan county,
Mich. Office hours from 10 to 12 a. m. 26-ly.
|»EST. R. U., Physician and Surgeon, Zeeland,
I> Mich. Office ut De Kruif's drug-store.
28-1 y. _ ' _ _
Fhnjgraphcr.
I T IGGINS, B. I*, the leading Photographer. Gal-
II lery opposite this office.
. Galllcn.
TAUPELL, 11., Manufacturer of and dealer in/ Harness,
Eighth street.
VV  Trunks, Saddles and Whips;
Tobaeci atd Cigars.
PE ROLLER, O. J., General dealer In Tobacco,
L Cigars, Snutl, Pipes, etc.; Eighth street.
Watchon and Jewelry. .
TOSLIN A BREY.M AN, Watchmakers, Jewelers,
*) and dealers in Fancy Goods; Corner of Mar-
ket and Eighth Street.
jsocictifji.
Banking and Xxshange.
\7-AN PUTTBN JACOB, BankinV lecting, DrafiS bought and soid-:
street.
and Col-
Eightn
fl-ly
Barbert.
E GROOT, L. barber. Hair cutting, shaving,
shampoonlng. hair-dyeing, etc., done at reaD
sonablo rales.
Hotel.
Barber shop next door to the City
CBastlitlon Merchant.
PEACH ARC’S, Commission Merchants, andP dealers in Grain. Flour and Pro lucc. High-
Dentitt.
EE, D. M., Dental Surgeon; residence and
ij office No. 42 Ninth Btreet, next door to the
First Reformed Ohurch. _
Drngi and Medlclnei.
tlcIan’apreBcrlptiona carefully put up; Eighth at.
\iTBBNG9, D. R., Drug Store. Pine Drugs, Med-
iclnes, Fancy Goods, Toilet Articles and Per-
fumeries. River etreet.
XT AN PDTTJ5N, W*., Dealer in Druga, Mcdi-
 cinea, Paints, Oils, etc. ; Proprietor of Dr.
W. Van Dm Bkro's Family Medicines; Eighth 8t.
.ness.
rurnltn:*.
EYEK, fl. A CO.. Dealers in all kinds of Fur-
iVl nitnre, Curtains. Wall Paper, Toys, Coffins,
Picture Frames, etf. : River street.
I. 0. of o. F-
Holland City Lodge, No. 192, Independent Order
of Odd Fellows, holds Its regular meetings at Odd
Fellow's Hall, Holland. Mich., on Tuesday Evading
of each week
Visiting brothers are cordially invited.
M. Habri.noton, N. G.
Will II. Kooehs, R. S.
F. & A. to.
A RaotrLAU Communication of Unity Lodoe,
No. 191. F. A A. M.. will bo held ut Masonic Hall.
Holland, Mich., on Wednesday evening, Dec.
24. at 7 o’clock, sharp.
Otto Bkeyman. W. M.
W. H. Joslin, fiec'u .
THE SUN FOR 1880.
The Son will deal with the events of the year
1880 in its own fashion, now pretty well understood
by everybody. From January 1 until December
81 will be conducted as a newspaper, written In the
English language, and printed for the people.
As a newspaper, The Son believes in getting all
the news of the world promptly, and presenting it
in the most Intelligible shape- the shape that will
enable its readers to keep well abreast of the age
with the least expenditure of time. The greatest
interest to the greatest number— that is, the law
controlling its daily make up. It now has a circu-
lation very much larger than that of any other
American newspaper, and enjoys ar. income which
itrisat all times prepared tol spend liberally for
the benefit of its readers. People of all conditions
of life and all ways of thinking buy and read Thk
Hun; and they all derive satisfaction of some sort
from its columns, for they keep on buying and
reading it.
In its comment on men and affairs. The Sun be-
lieves that the only guide of policy should be com-
mon sense, inspired by genuine American prin-
ciples and backed by honesty of purpose. For
this reason if is, and will continue to be, absolute-
ly independept of party, class, clique, organiza-
tion, or interest. Ills for all, but of none. It
will continue to praise what is good and roproba'e
what is evil, taking care that Its language is to
the point and plain, beyond the possibility of be-
ing miauuderaiood. It is uninfluenced by motives
that do not appear on the surface: it has’uo opin-
ions to sell, 'save those which may be had by any
purchaser with two cents. It hates injustice and
rascalllty even more than It hates unueccessary
words. It abhors frauds, pities fools, and deplores
nincompoops of every species. It will continue
throughout the year 1881) to chastise the flrstcla s,
instruct the second, and discountenance the third.
All honest men, with honest convictions, whether
sound or mistaken, arc its friends. And The Sun
makes no bonei of telling the truth to its friends
and about its frlcuds whenever occasion arises for
plain speaking.
Theae are the principles upon which The Sun
will be conducted during the year to come.
The year 1880 will be onqin which no patriotic
American can afford to close his eyes to public
affairs. It is Impossible to exaggerate the Itrpor-
tance of the political events which It lias In store,
or the necessity of resolute vigllr nee on the part
of evercltiEen who deisres to preserve the Govern-
ment that the founders gave us. The debates and
acts of Congress, the utterances of the press, no
exciting contests of the Republican and Dcmoratlc
parties, now nearly equal In stren »> throughout
the country, the varying driftof public sentiment,
will all bear directly and effectively upon the .wen-
ty fourth Presidential election, to be held in No-
vember. Four yt ars ago next November the will
of the nation, as exprejsed at the polls, was
thwarted by an abominable conspiracy, the promot-
ers and beneficiaries of which still hold the ofllce.
they stole. Will the crime of 1870 be repeated ir
188UT The past decade of years opens with a cor-
rupt, extra vagent. and insolent Administration in-
trenched at Washington. The Sun did something
towaid dislodging the gang and breaking its pow-
er. The same men are now intriguing to restore
their leader and themselves to places from • Mch
they were driven by the indignation of the people.
Will they succeed? The coming year will bring
the answers to these momentous questions. Thk
Sun will bo on hand to chronicle the facts as thev
are developed, and to exhibit them clearly and
fenrleasly in their relations to expediency and
right.
Thus, with a habit of philosophical good humor
In looking at the minor uffa rs of life, and in great
things a steadfast purpose to maintain the rights of
the people and the principles of the CooBtl'Ution
against all aggressors. Thk Sun Is prepared to
write a trathful, instructive, and at the same time
entertaning history of 1880.
Our rates of subscription remain unchanged.
For the Daily Sun, a tour-page sheet of twenty-
eight columns, the price by mail, post-paid, is 55
cents a mounth, or $6.50 a year; or. including
the Bnnday paper, an eight-page sheet of tlfiy-six
columns, the price is 65 cents a month, or
Special 3£1oti(f$.
A Complete assortmeut of Spectacles
to suit the diflerent qualities and ages of
sight, just received, at
J. O. Doesbuhg’s Drug Store.
A fresh supply of nil kinds of candy
just received ut L. T. KANTEBS.
Bucklin’* Arnica Salve.
The best Salve in the world for Cuts,
Bruises, Sores, Ulcer, Suit Rheum, Tetter,
Chapped hands, Chilblains, Corns, and all
kinds of Skin Eruptions. This salve is
guarranteed to give perfect satisfaction in
every case or money refunded. Price 25
Cents per box. For Sale by Heber Walsb
Holland, Michigan.
An Astonishing Fact.
A large proportion of the American peo-
ple are to-day dying from the effects of
Dyspepsia or disordered liver. The result
of these diseases upon the masses of intel-
ligent and valuable people is most alarm
ing, making life actually a burden instead
of a pleasant existence of enjoyment and
usefulness as it ought to be. There is no
good reason for this, if you will only throw-
aside prejudice and skepticism, take the
advice of Druggists and your friends, ant’
try one bottle of Green’s August Flower.
Your speedy relief is ceitain. Millions of
bottles df this medicine have been given
away to try its virtues, with satisfactory
results in every case. You can buy a
sample bottle for 10 cents to try. Three
doses will relieve the wo’-si case. Posi-
tively sold by all Druggists on the West-
ern Continent
The Sun i* also furnish-
««v.
six column*, is fl a year, postage |iai(l. For clubs
of ten sending $10 wc will send an extra copyree. Address
I. W. ENGLAND.
44-6 Publisher of The Sun, New York City.
P- OTTE. H. VAN DEB WEYDEN.
P. OTTE & CO.
Mannfactarcrs and Jobbers of
FINE CIGARS
24 South Division Street,
GRAND RAPIDS, MICH.
A. W. Giles & Co.
DBALEBS IN
Hats, Caps, Furs
AND . ...
BUFFALO ROBES.
t7*Goods warranted first class. Cash and one
price only. *
* No. 27 Monroe Street,
87-47. GRAND RAPIDS, MICH.
CALL AT THE
RESTAURANT
OF
WM. GELOOK,
No. 121 Monroe St., Grand Rapids,
Mich., if you want Fine Cigars and Good
Liquors.
It is a rendervous for Hollanders.
?7-Bmo.
SYNOPSIS ^
Of the trip to North Carolina by Messrs.
Vyn and Dtmrsema,
They left Chicago, on the invitation of
Mr. C. W. McLean, on the 23d day of No-
vember, to look over the grounds, by him
set apart for a new Holland Colony, about
midway between Newberue and Morehend
City, called Havelock. After journeying
by rail two days and one night they
reached Bui li more, where they took the
steamer up Chesapeake Buy, to Ports-
mouth. We have to skip the many ex-
pressions of surprise and pleasure they
met with in Baltimore and on the Bay, as
regards the far-famed oyaler, fish and
poultry market, which is unsurpassed iu
the United States. It was a delight to
them to see the flags of all nations flouting
over the shipping, and Impressed them
with the idea that this world is not in-
closed in Michigan. After arriving at
Portsmouth they took the train again, for
Goldsboro’, where they arrived too late to
connect with train going to Newberue.
Along the route they saw many evidences
of the struggle of 1801-1805, which, of
course, was very intereating. At first they
were sorry for the delay, but alter being
introduced to some of its prominent cili
zens, they got reconciled. Among the
citizens to whom they were introduced
was the editor and proprietor of the Men
moyer, who appeared to ho a thorough
gentlemen of German birth, and whose
history of his ups and downs through
newspaper life was very interesting and
entertaining to the visitors. That gentle-
man, we are happy to quote, is now com-
paratively rich. They found around
Goldsboro, as all over, that the industri
ous were well fixed, and the indolent,
whether white or black, ragged and dirty.
They found instances where industrious
colored people hud made a small fortune
within the past ten years, offset again by
shiltless and poor whites. Ou every hand
they found the oue sentence written on
the earth, roads, trees and plants: “the in-
dustrious and progressive can here get
rich.” The political feeling they found to
he about the same as at home; every one
spoke and did as he pleased, with duo re-
spect for each other’s opinions. The rela-
tions between the blacks and the whites
cannot be understood in the Norlh; sim
p'.y because they cannot understand the
relative positions socially— regardless of
politics. The reception of the visitors
was very cordial, and every one wished
the New Holland Colony success, and ex-
pressed the hope that it would prove a
good thing for the settlers and an orna-
ment to the South, and that it might prove
an example to the South of what honest
labor can bring forth among them. The
next day they proceeded on their journey
to Newbcrne, the homo of Mr. McLean,
where they remained over Sunday, visited
the churches, graveyard, etc., and made
up their mind that the Sabbath was as
well observed there as at Holland, Mich.
Every kind of business was closed. This
city is estimated at between 0,000 and 7,000
inhabitants. Around this city they again
found the same evidences of laziness and
industry. The next day, Monday, they
went to Havelock, the place *et aside for a
new Holland Colony— about 18 miles
from Newherne, and 18 miles further down
the river Neuse— or by rail— you reach
the sea harbor, with Beaufort ou oue side
and Morehead City on the other. The
land for this new colony— 25,000 acres— is
most all very good land, about GOO of it
is cleared, the rest is open woods, consist-
ing of more or less valuable timber, fill
marketable, however, close by. They
found good land for farming, and some
fine chances for lumbering. The roads
are good and hard, and water facilities un-
surpassed. The early crops find a ready
market at big price*, and after they are
out of the ground a second crop can be
raised of cotton, corn, or something else.
Mr. A. Vinke, a Hollander, who settled
there last year, says that he will be per-
fectly happy with his prospects, provided,
some more move in, so that schools will
become possible; hut the climate was
boasted of considerably, and no sickness
had been experienced as yet. They close
up by saying that all that Mr. Van der
Poel or Mr. Van Vlissingcn have written
about this country Is trne, but that never-
theless they would advise anyone wishing
to go there to investigate for himself be-
fore going. They feel happy about bav:
ing been bulldozed by oue man, who
made them take a demijohn of Bcribner
wine along for their families and friends,
who one and all pronounce it the finest
article ever tasted. They wish to take this
public opportunity to thank them all indi-
vidually and collectively for the hospitali-
ty and friendliness shown them while they
were vttitlng among them. Space forbids
us to draw any more out of their reports,
although they were ready to particularize
in many instances for illustration.
lbs Use of Fun.
There is no more common complaint
heard among a certain Class of really good
people than that minstrel shows and com-
ic lecturers or pantomimists will draw
good and paying audiences in intelligent
communities while really insTruetive, sen-
sible leclurcs cannot he made to pay ex-
penses. Such complaints only indicate a
lack of knowledge of human nature and
its moral needs. The fact is, n little fun
is more needed both for mental and phys-
ical health. Humor is a natural and val-
uable gift; laughter Is a mode of healthful
expression that should he for more fre-
quently stimulated than it Is. Fun is a
real tonic and means of rest to fatigued
and over-burdened spirits. Nothing so
effectually loosens the bonds of toil and
cure and affords the spirit and mental fac-
ulties a chance to recuperate ns laughter.
And there is no need to apologize for a
fondness for fun ns though it were silly
and beneath the dignity of earnest, busy
people. The old adage, that
"A little tion*enae now and then
la rellvhftd by the beet or men,”
might far more beautifully read in the sec-
ond line—
Ih needed by the best of men. ,
Mark Twain was a perfect God send to
the country during the long years of
anxiety and business depression. The
Danbury Nem man and Boh Burdette
have cured more dyspepsia than half the
patent medicines in the country. There
is no danger to any community from negro
minstrels or ‘‘ Humpty-Dumpty. As the
case now stands in both home and society
there is no danger of having too much
Uni.— Chicago Daily Nmt,
--
A 6 Shot Bevolnr Free.
The famous American Model 6 Shot Bull
Dozer Revolver of selct metal and neatly fin-
ished. The cylinder revolves when theham-
mer is raised. Can he loaded in an instant.
Just the thing for Tramps and Burglars.
Having perfected arrangements for an im-
mense quantity of these Revolvers, we are
enable to make the following and hereto,
fore unparalleled ofler. To Introduce the
Mammouth Guest into Eew Homes, we offer
to send an elegant art premium and one
Revolver free, to any one who will send
75 cents for a six months trial subscription.
The Mammouth Guest is one of the largest
papers published in the World. The fam-
ily favorite and homo paper for the million.
It 1ms 10 pages, G4 columns, crowded with
illustrated articles, stories, poetry .sketches,
wit, humor, fun, receipts, etc., etc., by the
ablest writers. Our sole purpose iu
making (his great offer Is to in-
troduce our paper, well knowing
we can secure hundreds of subscribers in
almost any town. This ofler Is open only 60
days. Remember you get a 0 Bhot Revol-
ver free. Please remit 8 cents postage
stamp. Order ut once, and address, J. A.
ROARTY, Philadelphia, Penua. 43-2w.
From the Uockport (Ind.) Banner :
There is no medicine in the world which
has gained such fame as 8t. Jacors Oil:
this is. however, not In the least astonish-
ing, when we consider Its truly wonderful
curative poorer. Mr. F. Rodcnburg, of
Grandview, called at our office last week,
and related the following circumstance:
I suffered with Rheumatism for over six
years; consulted many physicians and
tried hundreds of remedies, but without
avail. Having seen Sr. Jacobs Oil ad-
vertising in your paper, and heard of
some most astonished cures, I sent to
Rockport for a Wile of the Oil, and used
it according to directions. The relief I
felt was almost “electric.” I got better
at once, and now there is not a trace of
Rheumatism left in my body.
INSKESTIGN.
The main cause of nervousness is indi-
gestion, and that is caused by weakness of
the stomach. No one can have sound
nerves and good health without using
Hop Bitters to strengthen the stomach,
purify the blood, and to keep the liver
and kidneys active, to carry off all the pois-
onous and waste matter of the system.
Bee other column.
If yon want to save from five to^fn dn|.
lars on a suit of clothes, and from three to
eight dollars on an overcoat, go to the
great closing-out sale of clothing opposite
the Post Office.
.I
Itm,
HOLLAND CITY. MICHIGAN.
WEEKLY NEWS REVIEW,
THE KA8T.
The Oxford Presbyterian Church, in
Philadelphia, hae been deatroyed by flro. Lose
estimated at #11)0,000.
Owing to the great demand for l»cent
bronze pieoee, the Philadelphia mint turned
ont over 3,000,000 pieoee of that denomination
last month, and the demand still continues.
Andrew Tracy, who was hanged last
week at Smethport, Pa., left directions with his
relatives to dispose of his romaius by cre-
mation.
Several shirt and collar factories
at Troy, N. Y., were destroyed by Area few
nights since, causing a loss of about •350,000.
Eighteen hundred men and women are thrown
out of employment.... A Boston dispatch an -
nonnces the death of Erastus B. Bu olow, the
well-known inventor.
THE WEST.
Henry Oordiss, Lillie Hart and
Jessie Young were drowned by breaking
through the ioe on the river at Baraboo, Wis.,
‘ while skating. Deceased were estimable young
eociety people.... Ad vices from the British
Northwest Territory represent Sitting Bull’s
band of Sioux as in a starving condition, and to
relieve themselves they are committing depre-
dations on the Canadian settlers.
Capt. Joseph De Haven, a wealthy
Chicagoan, has just died in Geneva, Switzer-
land. He was a passenger on the train that
was wrecked at Ashtabula, Ohio, throe years
ago, and, although physically uninjured,
his nerves received a shock from which
they never fully recovered, and which
eventually led to his death..,.
One of the White River Ctea testified freely
before the Peace Commission at Los Pinos on
the 3d inst Ho reiterated the statement that
the Indiana had received assurances of assist-
ance from the Mormons in the event of war
with the whitee.
Gen. Grant arrived in Chicago on
the evening of Deo. 8 for a six daya’ sojourn.
He was received quietly by a few personalfriends. ,
The Cincinnati Common Council has
passed an ordinance granting the use of the
• streets of the city for the laying of service pipes
through which steam is to be delivered to everv
house, just as gas is now delivered.
Advices from Los Pinos Agency to
Dec. 5 report the commission as “ progressing
finely. Jack has so far proved the most valu-
able witness yet examined, answering ail ques-
tions promptly, keeping nothing back. He
claims the removal or the agency was the com-
mencement of the trouble; thaton an elevation
of 8,7U0 feet, with the frost every month of the
year, farming was impossible; that he and hie‘
bands received no rations for a year, which he
claims was a violation of the treaty of 1868;
that his engagement with the troope was a fair
fight. He calls Douglass a squaw man for hav-
ing attacked the agency, and insiste that a white
man under the same circumstances would have
fought Thorn burglu
The Chicago Commercial Club gave
Gen. Grant a grand banquet at the Grand Pa-
cific Hotel, in that city, on the evening of the
6th inst. In the afternoon of the same day
the General performed the ceremony of plant-
ing a tree at South Park, in the southern seo-
tien of the city, in the presence of a largo and
distinguished assemblage.
There was an exciting scene, and al-
most a bloody tragedy, at Loe Pinos Indian
Agency, in Colorado, on the 6th of December.
Twenty- five Ute savages presented themselves
before the Adams Peace Commission, to hear the
demand for the surrender of the ringleaders
in the Meeker massacre. A council was held
in the agency buildings, at which Gens. Adams
and Hatch stated their orders with great per-
spicuity and emphasis, the savages meeting
them with complaints and equivocations, in
which Ouray, the soppoeed frieidly chief,
was not behind any of the others. At last,
when the discussion had assumed an
angry phase, a “pipe of peace * was passed
from one barbarian hand to another, un-
tasted, and knives and revolvers appeared
instanter. The whites, outnnmbered five to
one, seized their rifies and made ready for
hostilities, but, after a few moments of silence,
the negotiations were resumed. The Indians
then presented their nldmatnm, which was to
the effect that the savages to be sur-
rendered by them should be taken
to Washington for trial, the tribe fear-
ing that justice would not he dote near the
scenes of their crime*. Gen. Hatch promised
to commonicate with becretary beburz regard-
ing this proposition, and Ouray agreed to
bring in twelve of the more conspicu-
ous participants in the White River
massacre. The Indians wore extremely
arrogant in their demeanor. The aciion of
Ouray was a surprise to the Commissioners,
who had reckoned all along on his co-operation
in any step they might choose to take.
THE SOUTH
A strong temperance movement has
been inaugurated in Georgia, called the bine-
ribbon movemeni In Atlanta, 8,000 people
have signed the total-abstinence pledge.
Mr. Forwood, President of the Liv-
erpool (Eng.) Chamber of Commerce, who has
just completed a tour of the Southern States,
said in a speech st Cincinnati the other day
that he was satisfied that the American cotton
crop would this year be increased by at least
200,000 bales. .
GENERAL.
Papers were signed in Boston last
week effecting the long-proposed union of the
Atchison, Topeks and Santa Pe,
the St Louis and San Francisco, and
the Chicago and Alton railways, for the
bnilding of s short line from Albuquerque, on
the Rio Grande, New Mexico, the present
terminus of tjie Santa Fo line, to the Pacifio
ooast
Washington dispatches state that
extensive frauds have been discovered in the
Indian Bureau, involving several prominent
men and innumerable contractors and Agents.
WASHINGTON. '
The last public-debt statement shows
a decrease in the national indebtedness for*
November of 1799,823.
Fernando Wood states that he will
make another effort at this session of Congress
to secure a revision of the tariff.
Secretary Sherman has issued a
circular inviting proposals for the sale to the
Government of' •1,000,000 of the 6 per cent,
interest-bearing bonds of the United States,
known as “ sixes of 188L” The bonds thus to
be purchased will be applied to the einking
fund. j
Congressman Bingham has intro-
dnc»d in the House a joint resolution provid-
ing for an equestrian statue of the late Gen.
Custer, to out $30, 0(0, and to he erected on
some suitable icservation in Washington.
The Public Printer now enforces the
law under which Congressmen can get thoir
speeches published in pamphlet fotm after
tbeir appearance in the Jttcord at the cost of
paper and presswork, and requires payment in
advance. This has been found necessary, as
some “Honorable gentlemen” have, in years past,
rot used to pay the indebtedness thus con-
tracted.... Congree'man Alfred M. Lay, of
Missouri, was suickau with paralysis and died
very suddenly at the national capital
on the oth inst.... The report
of the Board of Engineers appoint-
ed to inquire into the feasibiiitv of bridging the
Detroit river was transmitted to the Senate,
last week. The engineers apj unanimously of
the opinion that a tunnel would
be more desirable, but they pre-
sent no argument in favor of one....
SecreUry Sherman offered a reward of 11,000
for the arrest and conviction of the thief who
stole and sold to certain newspapers copies of
his oflicial report bsfore its delivery to Con-
gress, but the culprit has so far failed to
show up.
POLITICAL.
Louisiana held an election for Gov-
ernor and State officers on Tuesday, Dec. 2.
Returns indicate the election of Wiltz, the Dem-
ocratic Candida’s for Governor, by a majority
of at least 20,000.
A Leavenworth paper prints the
views of the editors of Kansas on the Presi-
dential question, as gleaned from replies to a
circular sent to each newspaper: Of the Re-
publicans, over one-half express a decided
preference fora ticket composed of U. 8. Grant
for President and James G. Blaine for Vice
President The Democrats prefer either Sey-
mo«Mi£j9Ayard for President and Hendricks
or McDonald for Vice President
Official vote of New York at the No-
vember election for Governor, Lieutenant Gov-
ernor, and State Engineer- the latter the only
office secured by the Democrats— is as follows:
Governor, Cornell, 418,567; Robinson, 875,790;
Kely, 77,566; Lewis (Gr’bk), 20,286; Mean (Pro),
4,437 ; Scattering, 4,489. Lientenant Governor,
Hoskins, 435,300; Potter, 435,013; Whiting, 23,-
067; Bronson, 3,902; scattering, 4,829. State
Engineer, Soule, 425,580; Seymour, 439,641;
Nagle, 22,684 ; Hooker, 4,021 ; scattering, 5, 351 .....
Official vote of Wisconsin for Governor, at the
late election: Widiam E. Smith, Republican,
100,533; James O. Jenkins, Democrat, 75,030 ;
Reuben May, Groenbacker, 12,990; W. R.
Bloomfield, Prohibition, 387; scattering, 577.
FOREIGN.
Queen Victoria has been so serious-
ly U1 as to excite the gravest apprehensions of
her loyal subjecte. She is now convalescent
... .A desperate attempt waa made to assassi-
nate the Russian Czar, on his arrival at Mos-
2ow, on the 2d of December. He escaped,
however uninjured.,.. An explosion of fire-
damp in a Saxony mine killed upward of eighty
persona
A war has broken out in New Cala-
bar, on the western coast of Africa, and the
prisoners taken are killed and eaten by their
captors.
The attempt on the life of the CzaJ
of Russia, at Moscow, appears to have been a
much more desperate affair than the first re-
ports of the occurrence indicated, An infernal
machine was placed m the railway track, and
the mine exploded by a battery at a dis-
tance. Fortunately for the imperial traveler, a
baggage train was mistaken for that of the royal
party, and thu* the Emperor narrowly escaped
unscathed. The baggage train was blown to
atoms, and, hut for the mistake, there would
not have been enough left of the Czar to insure
a funeral
Parnell, the Irish Home Rule agita-
tor is about to visit America. . . .The Golo*, cno
of the leading journals of St Petersburg, has
been suspended for five months, on ac-
count of its hostile and defiant tone toward
foreign powers, especially Gormanv....
An Alexandria dispatch says “the ’ em-
barkation of the obelisk presented bv
Egypt to the United Slates will take place in a
few days. "....News from South America re-
ports two heavy engagements between the
allied armies of Peru and Bolivia and the
Chilian forces, in which each combatant was
victorions in the one and defeated in the
other. . . .The London Tbnet. in a recent finan-
cial article, says : “ The United Spates Govern-
ment bonds are hardly to be got here now. and
their prices are a mere reflex oP those of New
York.V..Tho crisis in the French Assembly
has come and passed, ?jid the Waddington
Ministry has withstood the shock.
Accounts from Egypt state that the
Government is actively completing prepara-
tions for a war with Abyssinia.... Thomas
Brennan, an employe of the Dnblin City Bakery
Company, a loading land-agitator and member
of the Land League, was arrested at Dublin on
the 5th inst., on a charge of using seditious
language.
Spain has dispatched a contingent of
1,600 troops to Cuba.... During a cyclone in
the Bay of Bengal a tidal wave swept over an
island, causing great destruction of life....
Nows from St. Petersburg reports the Czar
extremely depressed. Fits of melan-
choly have returned, though he does
his best to snake them off. Advices
from Cannes state that the Empress is
in the same deplorable condition, constantly ap-
prehending intelligence of the Czar's a«sassi-
nation. Although two arrests have been made
at Moscow of persons suspected of complicity
in the attempt against the Czar’s life, yet the
perpetrators and ramifications of the plot re-
main undiscovered, and it is believea never
will be fully known.
An immense Irish meeting was held
at Castlorea, on Sunday, Doc. 7, which waa ad-
dressed by Parnell and other Irish agitators.
Delegations were present from Balia and other
adjacent towns. The
Bashes, rosettes • and -r--o- „.
in thotr hats. One delegation carried p
in their hands, which some smeared with
CONGRESSIONAL SUMMARY.
Resolutions were intaoduoed and referred
in the Senate, on the 3d hut., pledging the protoc-
Uon of the Government to the Nicaragua canal,
and Senator Burnside made a speech re-
aihrming the Monroe doctrine In refer
'•nee to this work. At its conclusion
the Senate went into executive se-sion, and, when
the doors were opened, adjourned ....... In the
Hi. u se two resolutions were Introduced declaring
it the opinion of the members that
no change bo made far the cur-
rency lawn at thia session; another in
relation to the inter-oceanic canal; aod several
btlla by unni'moiis consent, among which wax one
by Mr. Ihompson of Kentucky, on the reforenre
of which to the Conurlttea on War Claims,
a vote resulted 114 to 111..., Caucuses
were held by Senators of both p> riles In
relation to' committee appointments. In the Re-
publican caucus, Mr. Baluwin. the new Michigan
Senator, was recommended to fill the place *1
his predecessor, Mr. Chandler, on the commlttse*.
Senator Ferry presented the credentials of
Henry P. Baldwin In tha Senate on the 3d, and he
took the oath of office. Mr. Beck introduced a
bill to authorize the payment of customs dntiea in
legal-tender notes; aloo, to authorize the purchase
of foreign-built ships by Americans. Mr. Bayard of-
fered a resolution that “notes of the United
States shall be receivable for all dues to the
United States, except duties on imports,
and shall not be otherwise legal tender.
Mr. Ingalls presented a resolution, “that the
present volume’of United Mates i otea should not
be reduced, sad that said nates ought to con
tlnne to be a legal tender in the payment of debb*.'*
....Mr. Wood introduced a bill in the
House limiting interest on refunding bonds
, Per' cent- Dl11* introduced;
By Mr. Weaver, for the relief of the soldier* and
sailors who served i^ the lai«- war; by Mr. Uo-xic
relating to the celebration of the Yorkt wn centen-
nial: by Mr. Finlay, transferring the Indian Bureau
I0 the War Department: by Mr. Uarflrid, to
facilitate the refunding of the national debt....
The following nominations were sent to the Senate
by the President: Charles Beardsley. lows, to be
Fourth Auditor of the Treasury. Collectors of
Internal Reveuue^L. B. Crooker, Second District
of Illinois; Alfred M. Jones, Third District of
Illinois; Howard M. Kutchin, Third Diitrict of
Wisconsin, Indian Agents— Charles Hatton, Mich-
igan, for the Shoshone Agency, Wyoming.
A short eesHiou waa held in both houses on
was Hi] successful. For twenty years
more the shell remained in the ear,
completely obstructing the passage.
This summer, while on her homeward
voyage across the Atlantic, Mrs. Lewis
was one day seated on deck, engaged in
picking with a pin the ear which har-
bored the shell. To her great joy and
snrprise she found that the shell which
had so long been firmly fixed was loos-
ened, and that it moved under tiie
pressure of tiie pin. She worked away
at it in great excitement for a few min-
utes, and at last fli* long-imprisoned
shell was extricated. A surgeon on
board the steamer was greatly interest-
ed in the case, and declared he had
never in his life heard of such an ex-
perience. Mrs. Lewi* still keeps the
shell, and shows it to her acquaintances
when telling its story.— Reno (Nev.)
Gazette.
raging mad. It was the third death in
the family, and he desired to know of
the clerk where he supposed the other
two had gone. ’
A Horse’s Revenge.
“ The society for the protection of
animals against the cruelty of human
animals is not remarkable for its activity
in this country," writes the Paris cor-
respondent of a London paper. “The
police appear to think it no business of
theirs when carters or coachmen brut-
ally maltreat their horses in the streets,,
or when boys amuse themselves by
torturing dogs and cats or whatever
other creatures have the ill luck to fall
into their hands. The horse would
appear to be aware of the supineness of
their supposed protectors, for they have
taken the mattei into their own hands,,
or rather into their own teeth and feet*
A carter, .by hard flogging at his three
horses, got them to drag sixteen tons
of coal to the foot of the sttep hill
which leads to the Boulevard Bessieres^
but his powers of stimulation utterly
failed to induce them to proceed any
further— n thick steam rose up from
their panting sides and nostrils.
to facilitate the fundiuK of the public debt. Mr.
Carpenter ofTered a resolution that, the present
condition of financial affairs being excellent, no
change was expedient. A number of private
bills were offered, and a short ixecu-
tive session was held.. ..In the House a
resolution was presented by Mr. Gillette, declaring
th»t Congress is not only opposed to any reduction
in the volume of United States legal-tender notes,
but is in favor of substituting greenbacks for na-
tional-bank notes, and that it Is in favor of the
free and unrestricted coinage of the 412V,, -grain
silver dollars.
Immediately after the reading of the journal
on Monday, Dec. 8, in the Senate, Mr. Voorhees of-
fered a resolution declaring that the Senate had
heard with deep regret tlie proposition of the Presi-
dent and the SecreUry of the Treasury, in their
messages, to inaugurate a new and uncalled-
for financial agitation and the destruction of
the most necessary currency now in circu-
lation; and that the interests of the coun-
require the free and unlimited coinage
of both gold and sliver on conditions of exact
equality, and that it is the part of a wise financial
policy to maintain the present volume
of greenbacks in circulation, snd to preserve
their legal-tender qgaltty unrestricted and
nbirapaired as to legal effect. Laid on the table,
to he called np hereafter. Messrs. Vest. Kirkwood
and Walker were appointed to co operate with the
House committee in arranging the funeral of
Representative Lay. The Senate then ad-
u. # ®*r* of respect for the deceased.
Uillaalntrodiiced; By Mr. Paddock, improving the
Missouri river: by Mr. Teller, removing the Ute
Indians from Colorado: by Mr. Hoar, in regard to
the Ponca Indians. Presidential appointments:
Receivers of PubUc Moneys— F. J. Burton at
Last Saginaw. Mich.; George B. Folsom, Tavlor’s
Falla, Minn.; Thomas H. Pressnell, Duluth, Minn.;
Paul C. Slettcn, Crookaton, Minn.; Robert B. Har-
rington, Beatrice, Neb. Registers of the Land Of-
flee— Soren Liatoe. Fergus Falls, Minn.; Alexander[f North Platte, Neb ..... In the House.
Mr. u«i k, of Missouri, announced the death of his
colleague Alfred M. Lay, aud ofTered resolutions of
respect, which were adopted, and Messrs. Clark.
Morrison, Hill, Bingham. Chalmers, Calkins, and
Ryan wire appointed a committee to arrange the
funiral. Adjourned.
fectly fresh and plump. In the reign
of James II. of England, after the fall
of the church at Astley, in Warwick-
shire, there was taken up the corpse of
Thomas Gray, Marquis of Dorset, who
was buried the 10th of October, 1530,
the 4th, and at 1U close they adjourned tithe 8th. j in the twentvsecond year of Henry
In the S-nate a bill was introduced by Mr. Morrill VfL; and, although it had lain there
seventy-eight years, the eyes, hair,
flesh, nails, and joints remained as
though it had been but newly buried.
Robert Bray brook, who was consecrated
Bishop of London in 1331, and who
died in 1404, and was buried in St.
Paul's, was taken out of his tomb after
thje great fire in 1066, during the re-
pairs of the cathedral, and, although he
had lain there no less than 262 years,
the body was found to be firm as to
skin, hair, joints and nails. The Con-
vent de St. Domingo was lately demol-
ished in search of treasure supposed to
be concealed there, and the body of
Prince Rodriguez taken out, who bad
been buried alive in 1565, exactly as
when placed 250 years before. His
daughter, 2^ years of age, was lying at
her father’s feet, and as perfectly pre-
served as himself. The evidences of
torture on him are fearfully apparent.
The position of his hands shows that he
was suspended by the body and neck
until he died. Marks of the cord and
the burning iron are deeply recorded
on various parts of the body. His hair
and beard are firm, his skin natural in
hue and texture, without the least trace
of decomposition in any part.— London
Examiner.
Interesting Facts.
The tomb of Edward I., who died in
1301, waa opened Jan. 2, 1770, after 463
years had elapsed. His body was al-
most perfect. Canute, the Dane, who
crossed over to England in 1017, was
found 1779 by the workmen who re- _ ____
paired Winchester Cathedral, where his | “Budge! " said the fiend; and straight-
body had reposed netrly 750 years, per- ' waJ the carter began to lash and swear,
feotly fresh. In 1569, three Roman A crowd gathered around the ferocious
soldiers, fully equipped with warlike ; ^ eu-sf« v, ho abandoned the lash and be-
iniplements, were dug out of peat in j £al1 1<' hang his stick about ^ heir heads
Ireland, where they had probably lain ! to kick them wivh hob-nailed boots
1,500 years. Their bodies were per- the sides. The leader of the team
took upon himself to protest against
this extreme measure. He turned
around, seized the carter’s arm with his
teeth, tossed him to the ground and
trampled him with his hoofs; then
seized him again with his teeth and
men wore green
sprigs f green
ikee
paint to give them a sanguinary and blood-
staiuod look. There was much excitement,
and a serions collision was narrewly averted.
....M.Le Royer, French Minister of Justice,
baa resigned.
Brennan, the Irish agitator, was ar-
raigned for examination at Castlebar on the
8th inst, and after a hearing was held to bail
!?.I£r00 f°r fnrthAr trial.... Qneen Victoria, at
Windsor Castle, on the 8th ins’., reviewed the
officers and men who distinguished themselves
in the Zulu war, and conferred the Victoria
croes and other decorations on one corporal
“w! throe privates of theRorke'sDriftgarrison.
....M. deLoaseps has eailod from France for
Nicaragua, to look after his great ship-canal
project ..... A Madrid dispatch says the Con-
servative leaders in Spain threaten to abandon
and defeat the Ministers if the scheme of the
rapid a Mi Moo of slavery and reform in Cuba
is persisted in.
The Late Editor of the London Times.
John T. Delano, who died not long
ago at London, waa for thirty-six years
the chief editor of the London Times,
which he found a great newspaper, and
made the greatest journal in England.
Up to his day, the Times had been great
in its news. Some of its “beata” during
the Napoleonic conteate have never been
snrpaaaed, and ita fearleaa publication
of facta touching high personagea led
to one or two of the greatest libel snita
in the history of English journalism.
Mr. Delane, the nephew of the previous
financial manager of the paper, became
in 1841 its chief editor at 24 years of
age, and he made the paper great in
two new particulars, with extraordinary
success for twenty years and more; it
reflected the sentiment of the English
ruling class, and it was served by a body
of men altogether superior in ability
and character to any previously em-
ployed on English papers. Delane
showed signal ability in choosing his
agents, and an almost cynical contempt
in the management of the paper for
consistency. The papew first went hope-
lessly wrong under him in its treatment
of the United States from 1861 on, and
he had a rough tumble in a newspaper
war with Richard Cobden about fifteen
years ago, which sadly damaged Delane
in popular estimation. The anonymous
secrecy of English journalism has always
left in the dark Delane’s real work in
making the Times what it has been, but
he has generally had the credit of being
the great master mind of the enterprise.
Two years ago he resigned, and the pa-
per since then has constantly shown the
lack of brains and a strong hand.
There are thirty-eight people in this
country for every carriage on wheels.
A Strange Experience.
Mrs. Jennie Lewis, a weU-known resi-
dent of Reno, has just returned from -a
trip to Europe. During her absence
she removed from her ear a shell whioh
had been lodged there for over thirty
years. Mrs. Lewis says that when a
child she was holding a small shell to
her ear and faying to hear it “roar."
While so doing the shell, which is
hardly a quarter of on inch in diameter,
slipped into the passage of the ear!
Efforts to dislodge it were unsuccess-
ful, and only drove it farther in. It re-
mained there for ten years, causing oc-
casional pains, when a surgical opera-
tion for its removal was attempted.
The operatien was performed in Illi-
nois, where Mrs. Lewis’ parents were
then living. It was extremely painful,
and induced excessive bleeding, but
The Cultivation of the Oyster.
From an illustrated article by Mrs.
S. B. Herrick, in Scribner's Monthly.
descriptive of the unique methods
pursued in M The Johns Hopkins Uni-
versity” of Baltimore, we quote the
following extract from the forthcoming
report of the Summer School of Biol-
ogy connected with the institution :
“ The investigations regarding the
development of the oyster have led to
the important and unexpected conclu-
sion that the breeding habits of the
American oysters are so different from
those of the oysters of Europe that the
methods of artificial oyster propagation
which have been carried on to such
perfection in France and elsewhere
must in this country be replaced or
supplemented by others. The eggs of
the European oyster are fertilized and
hatched within the shell of the parent,
and are retained there until the young
are ready to attach themselves. The
most critical period in the life of the
young is the time when they are dis-
charged from the parent shell to swim
in the water until they find a place to
settle down for life. The adult oysters
are accordingly placed, at the breeding
season, in inlets or basins, among tiles
which ate prepared to furnish a surface
for the attachment of the young as soon
as they escape from the shell of the
parent.
. “The eggs of the American oyster
are discharged into the water before
they are fertilized, and, as fertilization
in the open sea is u matter of chance,
this is the period of greatest mortality.
The experiments of the last summer
have shown that the eggs can be arti-
ficially fertilized in the laboratory, in a
small quantity of water, and the great-
est danger to the young can thus be
escaped. Since *the jouog American
oyster swims at large in the open sea
during the time which the oysters of
Europe pass inside the shell of the
mother, the tile system of culture would
seem to be impracticable, for the tides
and currents might carry the young
twenty miles or more from the tiles be-
fore they were old enough to attach
themselves. The proper^ method in
this country seems to be the placing of
great numbers of artificially-fertilized
eggs in those waters which are shown
by the presence of natural oyster-tanks
to be favorable to the growth of the
animals. While the French method
may be; pursued to the advantage pf
the cultivator, and may therefore be left
to individual enterprise, the jJroposed
method would be for the benefit of the
whole community, and seems to be a
proper field for action by the State.” .
Our First in fleaven.
The touching sentiment, M Our first
in heaven,” appeared after an obitnary
notice in a Philadelphia paper, and the
father of the child came into the office
toesed him about. The crowd and the
police, which had looked approvingly on
while he tortured the horses, interfered
for the protection of the human monster,
who was with great difficulty torn bleed-
ing and mangled from the just equine
resentment.
Believes in Home Manufacture.
A Vermont man writes to the New
York Evening Post on the obelisk
question. He is disgusted with New*
York for going to Egypt for a monolith
less than 100 feet high. He wants an
American stone erected that will show
posterity what we could do in that line.
He says “the largest block of granite
ever quarried in New England baa been
taken out at Woodbury, Vt. It waa 230
feet long, thirteen to eighteen feet deep,
fifteen feet wide, weighed 4,080 tons,,
and required 673 wedges with fifty
pounds of powder to start it.” If some -
one would set up a stone like that no
donbt the Vermont man would under-
take to carve on it hieroglyphics that
nobody could read, and in this way get
considerably ahead of the ancients.
Preservative of the Bead.
The United States Consul General at
Berlin, Mr. Kreismann, has communi-
cated to the Department of State a new
process patented in Germany for preser-
vation of the dead. The liquid used is
prepared as follows : In 3,000 grammes
of boiling water are dissolved 100
grammes of alum, 25 grammes of cook-
ing salt, 12 grammes of saltpeter, 60
grammes of potash, and 10 grammes of
arsenic acid. When cool it is filtered.
To 10 liters of this liquid 4 liters of
glycerine and 1 liter of methylic alco-
hol are added. The process of embalm-
ing is by saturating and impregnating
the bodies with it. From U to 5 liters
of the liquid are nsed for a body.
Mr. Awtrey, the member of the Leg-
islature who introduced the bill to re-
duce the rate of interest in Georgia to
8 per cent., has already violated the
daw by borrowing money from a bank
at 12 per cent.
A terra-cotta cylinder of Cyrus has
reached England. It describes his gen-
ealogy and entrance into Babylon.
THE MARKETS.
NEW YORK.
Birru ............................ $7 60 $10 00
Hooa ............................... 4 45 ($ 4 75
OOTTO».„.._ .................... 13*0 13ft
Floto- Superfine .................. 5 K) @ 5 75
Whiat— No. 3 ..................... 1 89 0 1 61
Oobm— Weatem Mixed .............. 61 0 63
Oato— Mixed ...................... 48 0 60ft
Rti— Weatern ..................... 91 0 93
Poax-Meaa .......... .• ............ 12 60 013 00
L*** .............................. 8 0 8*
CHICAGO.
Brivia -Choice Graded Steen ..... 4 60 0 5 00
Cow* and Heifen ........ 3 20 0 8 25
Medium to Fair .......... 8 75 0 4 00goal.... 375 0520
Flou»— Fancy White Winter Ex... 6 60 0 7 00
Good to Choice Spring Ex. 6 75 0 6 00
Whzat-No. 2 Spring .............. 1 25 0 1 26
No. 8 Spring .............. Ill 0112
Cork— No. J ....................... 40 0 41
Oats— No. 3 ....................... 84 0 85
Hr*— No. 2 ...... 75 0 78
Barixt— No. 2 ..... 90 0 91
Buttrr— Choice Creamery ........ 80 0 88
Eoai— Freeh ................ 21 0 22
Po**-Meea ....................... 13 75 018 75
„ MILWAUKEE.  *
No.2 ..................... 1 28
CoiH— No. 2 ....................... 89
Oati No. 34
Kn-No.l ....................... 75
Bajuxt— No. f .................... 77
ST. LOUIS.
Whzat-No. 3 Rad Fall ............ 1 82
OoBW-Ml*d ...................... 87
Qat§~No. 2. •••••••••••••••»•••••• 88
Biz ............... 79
Porz— Meat ................. _...1S 00
Lazd .............................. 7ftt
CINCINNATI.
WHZAT ......... 1 19
Oorh .............................. «
Porz— Mew .......... «.... ........ IS 99 
.... .............................. 7ft0 7M
TOLEDO.
Whzat— Amber Michigan ......... 1 84 0 1 85
Ko;2. Bed.. ............. 1 84 0 1 85ft
Cozh— No. 1 ...................... 43 0
Oat*— No. • ........ 89 0 87
DETROIT.
Fwoz-Uholoe .................... ® 60 0 7 50
Whzat— No. 1 White...,. ......... 1 83 0 1 84
No. 1 Amber..... l si
Cobh— No. 1 ....................... 47
Oat»— Mixed.... .............. 86
Baulk (per cental) ............... 1 20
Pork— Meee... «»»»«« ...... ««..«.. 12 50
EAST LIBERTY, PA.
GaiU>— Beet ...... ........ ....... 5 00
Fair ........ . ............. SO
Common ................. 26
H001 ...... ......... 8 80
Batll .......... 8 00
t*
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HOLLAND CITY. MICHIGAN.
Minnesota has done a wise thing. At
c the November election a proposed
Amendment to the State constitution
was submitted to popular vote, forbid-
ding towns from incurring a bonded in-
debtedness to an amount larger than 5
per cent, of their assessed valuations.
The amendment was carried by a vote
of 55,143 for, to only 1,702 against it.
Illinois farmers do not devote them-
aelves entirely to the production of corn
and hogs. This year they raised 45,-
000,000 bushels of wheat— more than
any State in the Union. Iowa raised
40,000,000, Minnesota 36,000,000, Ne-
brsaka 37,000,000. Kansas stood highest
last year, but this year is the fourth on
the list. A better system of cultivation
and more care in gathering crops would
double the product of every acre of till-
able land in Dlinois.
The Chicago Times of a recent date
says : “ Great depot projects are now
the order of the day. It may be as-
sumed as detinitely settled that early
next spring the Pennsylvania road and
the Alton and St. Louis will construct
a monster depot, to cost $1,500,000, be-
tween Madison and Adams streets.
There is, furthermore, every reason to
believe that the Milwaukee and St.
Paul line will also go into the scheme,
and that the depot will bo divided be-
tween these three great corporations.”
Having long suffered the reproach of
neglect of their dead, the Americans
are beginning to become a monument-
building people. A unique illustration
of the new spirit was the placing of a
shaft over the remains of Nancy Lin-
coln, mother of the President. For
sixty years her grave in Spencer county,
Ind., has lain neglected by her kith and
kin. Recently there was placed thereon
a beautiful white marble menument,
bearing an inscription of the fact of
her relationship to the great President.
The London Daily News correspond-
ent at St. Petersburg sends some details
as to the proposed railway from Oren-
burg to Tashkend. This purely strate-
gical line will be 1,650 miles in length,
and will cost, according to the Russian
journal, about £11,500 a mile, making a
total expenditure of nearly £20,000,000.
That it can pay interest on its cost
within any reasonable period is impos-
sible ; but this is to be remedied by the
guarantee of 5 per cent, interest by a
Russian railroad bank. Altogether, the
schgurtris not likely to tempt European
ptfpitalists.
Of all who have joined the bands of
desperadoes and outlaws led by the
James and Younger brothers in Mis-
souri and adjoining Sates, more than
half have “died with their boots on,”
killed during their raids or assassinated
by private enemies. The last of those
who have perished is Jesse James, the
organizer and leader of the bank rob-
beries, who was shot and killed near
Joplin, Moa some weeks ago. Jesse
James had led more than a dozen sue
ceseful robberies of banks and express
trains, and was probably the boldest
highwayman in civilized lands.
A water spaniel recently followed
his master into a machine-shop in
Pulaski, N. Y., and while wagging his
tail briskly got too close to an oily
shaft which was making 150 revolutions
per minute. The hairs were long, and
were wrapped once around the shaft
before the dog got ready to wag his tail
the other way. The shaft made thirty-
.seven and a half revolutions in fifteen
seconds, and the dog likewise, before
his master discovered his pfedicament
and released him. After his adventure
the spaniel was very much out of
hreath, but was not seriously hurt.
T«e San Francisco conespondent of
the Chicago Journal says that over
100 millionaires are now resident in
•San Francisco. The same authority
says that Mr. Mackey was bom in
Dublin in 1835, came here when a boy,
And worked for William H. Webb, the
ship-builder, in New York, whence he
shipped to California in 1852, in one of
his employees vessels. It wa: not until
1863 that ne made a substantial start
being then associated with a brother of
Gov. Walker of Virginia. Mr. Mackey’s
wealth is anything from $15,000,000 to
to $30,000,000; yet he is content to pass
•a great portion of his life in a tempera-
ture- of near U0 degrees down in his
mine. _________
' It is a fact well worth noting that the
exporte of domestic merchandise from
the United States were larger, in value
during the last fiscal year than during
any previous one in the history of this
country. It is a second fact worth not-
ing that the exports of all sorts were
in value $711,637,893, and the total im-
ports $445,777,775-80 that the former
were to the latter as 61 to 4, and sur-
passed them by $265,859,638. The ex-
ports were reckoned in mixed gold and
currency value; the imports only in
gold. Allowing for this, we still have a
balance of about $250,000,000 on the
export side. • • '
An Iowa landlord- -bound his tenant
with a cast-iron leasing contract, which
provided that the rents, “whether due
or to become due, shall be a perpetual
ien on any crops and other personal
property of the lessee, whether the
same be exempt from execution or
not.” The legal |force of this clause
was made the chief issue in a lawsuit.
It was argued that a contract making
subject to seizure property which the
statute declared to be exempt from ex-
ecution is contrary to public policy.
This is the first case of the kind which
has been before the Iowa courts, and
the Iowa Supreme Court recently
decided to the effect that the contract
was valid.
A return to the Legislature in 1876
showed the income of English endowed
charities to be £258,710. Reports made
since show the income to be now over
$6,000,000, and the officers known as
“Official Trustees of Charitable Funds”
hold stocks and securities which in
1872 amounted to nearly $27,000,000,
divided into 6,616 separate accounts.
The management and control of chari-
ties are vested, subjected to considera-
ble limitation, in Commissioners, and
the Court of Chancery also has large
powers in dealing with charitable trusts.
A great many charities, which had in
course of time become misapplied, have
during the past ten years been rigor-
ously overhauled and restored to use-
fulness.
The ex-Khedive of Egypt has just
lost one of his wives from his harem. A
handsome young Italian painter named
D’Ella went sketching through the
harem grounds. He noticed a beauti-
ful odalisk at one of the windows, and
in some way managed to establish a
telegraphic communication with her,
which was soon followed by a romantic
elopement and marriage. How he man-
aged to got her out of the harem is a
mystery. The young couple are now
living happily at Foggia, and since they
are man and wife the Khedive can’t
claim his former favorite. He is deter-
mined in future to keep his wives from
the windows for fear of more elope-
ments. The young lady in question is
said to be a French woman.
The Solar System.
Bodies, like the moon, tell of times in
the remote future. The moon is eighty-
one times smaller than the earth. Its
surface is thirteen times smaller. The
moon is believed to be a dead body
and to represent the earth as it will be
thousands upon thousands of years
hence. The solar system, as a whole,
forces upon us the belief that the sys-
tem has arrived at its present stage by
development. Every orbit in the sys-
tem moves in the same direction, and in
the same manner. This is clearly the
result of a law; and, as clearly, the law
is the result of process ; if we could only
find out what that process was, we
should know all there is to know. The
whole system was once part of a tre-
mendous whole. The great disk was
formed by the gathering in of the mat-
ter existing in the heavens. From this
radiated the various masses which
formed the planets, and the central
mass of the sun was left to control the
entire system. As the earth has for
ages swept around the sun, so the earth
has for ages swept on to its surface
masses of meteoric • matter. Ah, my
friends, it is no idle dream. The air
we breathe, the food we eat, and the
earth which produces it— yes, even the
very dust of our bodies — was once a
part of the heavens. The heavens were
once our home.— PfoA Proctor.
They Cannot Succeed.
There is a certain class of people in
the world who seem destined not to
succeed in anything. The farmer who
thinks he is making a good bargain
when everyone else sees that it is a bad
one; the school teacher who does not
know how to win the confidence or in-
spire the enthusiasm of his pupils; the
minister whose “ways” repel people
when he takes the most pains to win
their good will— such persons are found
everywhere. They do the best they
know how, but they don’t succeed. It
is the custom to blame these unfortu-
nates; but surely they are more to be
pitied than blamed.
SABBATH READING.
There In t» By-and-Ry.
Therein sby-and-by
Beyond tbit traneient life;
Where pirit* never die,
Nor ventures toll, nor enters pain nor strife.
Tliere is a by and-by
That we can trust beyond—
When dust ai&in we lie
Hie soul will sosr away to Ood again.
There is aby-and-by;
’TIh no delusive hope,
That’s fraught within, to die
• With earth's fair bit of clay, and pass to naugh
There is a by-and by,
Proclaims the shining sun,
As now he mounts the sky,
Fit emblem of the high and holy One.
There is a by and-by,
Or else why from within
The breast of failed man
This yearning fo a home that's free from sin?
There is a by-and-by,
The savage, too. will say;
The hunting-ground is qigh
Where now sport the warriors brave and free.
Tliere is a by-and-by,
Whispers low the flower
That blooms to please the eye,
Ihen dies, but lives again in spring's bright
hour.
There is a by-and-by,
Ho says the soul within;
It will not, cannot die,
But lives with God in heaven, or hell with sin.
There in a by-and-by,
And oh! how sweet 'twill lie
To meet our kindred there,
And live and love with Christ eternally.
Wa-K*eney, Has. W. H. CoriKLD.
A Gambler's Story.
Rev. W. J. Smith preached a sermon
in San Francisco on the text, “Thou
art weighed in the balancea and found
wanting.” He pictured, graphically,
Babylon and Belshazzar’s feast, the hand-
writing on the wall, the King’s conster-
nation, the explanation by Daniel, and
his overthrow and death. After driving
home the practical lessons of the sub-
ject, he closed by relating the following
incident : Just one year ago I preached
from this: text in the southern part of
California. At the close of the service,
as I walked to my hotel, a gentleman
said, “ Your sermon to-night has awak-
ened in my heart some memories of the
past. If you will sit down I will give
you a leaf from my history.” I will try
to give it to you, my friends, as nearly
as I can in his own words, hoping God
may bless it to some heart in this audi-
ence. Said he : “I knew every trick
and dodge of every game. I went to
San Francisco and paid out a large sum
of money for lessons from an expert,
until I was perfectly at home at any
game. It was on New Year’s eve. I had
played well and won heavily. Near mid-
night I rose from the table to start home
As I reached the door an old farmer,
whom I had known well, stepped up to
me and said, ‘John, I wish you would
play my hand. They have fieeced me
out of everything. I’ve just got $17
left. I wish you would take it and
throw for me. Perhaps you can win
some of it back ; if uot, lose the balance.’
It made me pity him in his sad de-
pendence, so I took his money
and sat down where he had lost. There
were th ree bf them, and they were
throwing dice. I took a hand, and in
half an hour had won back the old
man’s money and had quite a surplus
over. After handing over his amount,
amid profuse thanks, I thought I would
just play away the balance. We
changed to cards, and the luck seemed
to turn against me. I lost at every deal.
This nettled me. 1 staked a larger sum
and lost again. Thus elated, they drank
heavily. I never d»-ank. I dealt reck-
lessly; but the luck was on their side,
and they won every time. I say luck,
because it is simply such among players
who know the game and cannot cheat.
I was dumbfounded. I had never
known my fiugers to serve me so be-
fore. I could see no trick in the game;
brt I was not to be baffled iu that way,
so I determined to play one dodge and
sweep iu the stakes. I went to the bar-
tender for a cold deck. He understood
me, for he was trained. He called their
attention to the bar, and, as he passed,
me, he dropped the deck on my lap,
slipping the others up his sleeve. As
they sat down again I shuffled the
cards, and knew every one they held.
The first man laid down his pile, the
second raised it, and the third went
still higher. When it came to me I
doubled the highest. They each,
then, confident of success, brought
figures up to mine. As the cards were
lifted three hands were outstretched to
rake in the money; • as ‘foul play’
rang through the room, I sprang
upon the middle of the table and drew
my revolver, saying : ‘ Gentlemen, you
touch that money at your peril. You
know the rules of the game; you have
fouled me, now prove it. Let the bar-
tender hold the stakes and you search
me. If you find a marked card about
me then draw your monev. If not,
then the pile is mine.’ They finally
agreed to that, and went through me
from head to foot, but of course found
no cards. I swept in the pile of some
$500 or $600, called up the roomful,
treated all around, and then said, in
tones of injured innocence : ‘ Gentle-
men, I have played a long time; this is
the first time I was ever fouled. If I
cannot play without being called a cheat
this is my last game.’ Then they
cheered and laughed all around and
called it a good joke. It was 3 or 4
o’clock now and I started to leave the
room. As I walked across the floor
under the dim light of the flickering
lamps a form seemed to step across my
path that made me start. I put my
hand to my eyes, for still it confronted
me— Hie form of my old father— and he
seemed as red now as years ago, when
the morning I left home he put his
trembling hand on my shoulder and
sa:d, in tones tender with feeling:
‘Dear boy, you’re going out in the
world now. A new life opens to you.
Give me your premise that vou will
avoid bad company and never touch
cards.’ ‘Yes.’ I gave that promise.
Long, long had it been forgotten;
but memory brought it back, all
back now, and I saw the tear
on the cheek and the white hair on the
shoulder, just as then; and a voice,
audible it seemed to me, the voice of
God, spoke: ‘You have broken that
promise; you have lied to God and
man, and you have stolen that money
ou hold to-night’ I don’t know how
got out of the room that night. My
limbs seemed too weak to support me,
and as I staggered along that money
seemed to weigh me down, almost
crush me. I cannot tell my feelings, or
why, having gone on all untroubled for
years, I should be so affected, unless
God Almighty npoke to me that night,
like Belshazzai, and showed me my
black heart as I never saw it before, and
saved mo from a gambler’s grave and a
gambler’s hell. And when that New
Year’s sun rose I was a changed man,
and I promised God that that which I
had said in jest should be carried out,
and that should be my last game of
cards. Sixteen years have passed since
then, and I have, by His grace, kept
that promise. God only knows how I
have been tempted, but I have never
dealt a card, and I feel like thanking
our Heavenly Father every day that
above the click of the dice and the
uffle of the cards I heard thia voice
at night calling me from death to
life.”
Who was the speaker, do you ask?
One whom, if I would speak his name,
many of you know. One whose charac-
ter and ability have placed him in a
position of honor for two terms ; one
whose life and Christian activity have
mad-a him a n^ling elder in one of our
churches. And I tell you this little in-
cident to encourage any one present
who may, like him, find himself want-
ing, and to point you to the same Sa-
vior who came “ to seek and to save that
which was lost.”
AN ARKANSAS CYCLONE.
Bough Experience of a Illackiunith Who
Wan Blown Sixty Feet.
TFrom the Fort Smith (Ark.) Independent.]
Mr. Burr, who met with such severe
treatment by the cyclone that passed
by this place, visited us last Wednesday.
From him we receive this additional
information :
“I was about 200 yards from my
house when I saw it coming. It was in
the prairie when I saw it, and looked
like black smoke from a large furnace.
Its shape was like a funnel, inside . it
was red as fire, and around this was the
black foggy mist. In looking at it I
saw large and small timber carried
along with it. My attention was at-
tracted by the roaring, and, as it was
coming in the direction of my house, I
ran to it for the purpose of protecting
my family. I put my three little
children in a side-room among some
corn, and, with Sylvester Bull, was
holding the door, and all at once the
whole building was crushed to the very
ground by large trees being blown
against it. It blow me about sixty feet,
and when I became conscious I found
myself among a lot of timber and logs,
and Sylvester was lying by my side
dead ; his head and whole body were i
crushed. As I was on my way to the
house I looked again at the cyclone
when it was about 100 yards away, and
saw it lift and carry away a lot of hogs
and a cow. The children when fonnd
were not more than thirty feet from
where I had placed them, but none
hurt. My wife was considerably
bruised, being blown about sixty yards,
among a lot of lumber.
“My sister-in-law was carried about
fifty feet and thrown to the ground,
her arms and shoulders badly bruised.
“My blacksmith-shop was also blown
flat to the ground, my bellows entirely
destroyed, all my planes, augers, saws,
and chisels were carried off and have
uot yet been found, with the exception
of one saw found one mile from the
shop and broken iu two pieces. My
wagon was torn up badly, the front
wheels being about sixty yards from
where the wagon stood, lodged against
a stump; the hind wheels were both
smashed up ; the wagon bed has not yet
been found excepting a few splinters.
All my bedding and wearing apparel
was carried off and entirely destroyed.
I lost all my provisions.
“Immediately in the rear of the wind
came a flood of water, just like a water*
spout, appearing to pour as if from a
funnel.”
The Armies of Europe.
| No wonder Europe is suffering from
hard times. The armv of each country
is a burden that wonld almost bankrupt
a continent. Rossia has a military
force of 3,046,800 men, 600,800 belong-
ing to the reserve and 2,446,800 to the
standing army. France has a regular
army of 1,689,000 men, which, with the
territorial army of 1,208,000, makes a
total of 2,897,000. In 1892 this will be
increased by 600,000 reserve men. The
German army consists of 2,004,300
men. In 1892 to total strength of Italy
irill be 2,024,200 men. Austro-Hun-
gary possesses 1,194,318 soldiers. The
armies of Europe make a total of over
16,000,000 who are learning the art of
war, and who can be called on at any
moment by the great powers. With such
an “Old Man of the Sea ” as this on its
shoulders how can Europo expect
prosperity?
MICHIGAN NEWS.
The Flint Asylum has forty blind and
150 deaf and dumb pupils.
A Historical Society is about to be
organized in Charlevoix county.
The Menominee range is to have a
new town called Iron Mountain.
Goal has been fonnd thirty-five feet
below tho surface in Grout township,
Gladwin county.
A Kawkawlin man has patented
shingle- machine that is expected to
make at llast 100,000 shingles per day.
The Presbyterians of Vassar hung
their church chandelier by a rope until
the rope broke and set the church on
fire.
West Bay City fishermen are having
ill-luck this season. The ice has frozen
them all in, and many of them will lose
their nets.
In the Episcopal Diocese of Western
Michigan there are thirty-two clergy-
men, thirty-six churches and 3,031 com-
municants.
Mr. J. A. T. Wendell, a prominent
citizen of Maokiniw, Supervisor of
Holmes township, has suddenly died of
heart disease.
A party of Indiana hunters who went
deer-slaying up the Au Sable river had
thirteen hounds shot by the settlers,
and got only eight deer.
Gov. Croswell has appointed the
Hob. Norman Geddes Trustee of the
Eastern Asylum for the Insane, vice Dr.
J. P. Wilson, resigned.
William Morton, of Victory, Mason
county, will receive $1,200 back pen-
sion. He served forty years in the
United States navy, and is 71 years
old.
The Sunday School Association will
hold a congress of ton days’ session
next season on Island Park, Orion,
commencing the first Tuesday of Au-
gust
Mrs. Harding, of Maple Grove,
Barry county, gave birth to three girl
babies a few days ago, weighing 5$, 5f
and 5i pounds respectively. All were
alive at latest accounts.
Mrs. Cameron, late Mrs. Catherine
Ward, has bought 100,000,000 feet of
standing pine of the Flint and Pere
Marquette Railroad Company, to be cut
at her mills in Ludingtou.
The Marquette and Mackinaw rail-
road proposes to recognize the 'actual
settler on railroad lands, and to allow
the land settled upon to be bought at
$4 per acre by those in occupation.
The Superintendent of Public In-
struction has appointed Gen. Spaulding,
Gen. Withington and Prof. Wellington
a board of visitors to the Michigan
Military Academy for the academic
year 1879-80.
The salary of Prof. Samuel Johnson,
recently appointed in the State Agri-
cultural College, is $1,800. The salary
of R. C. Carpenter, Professor of Mathe-
matics and Engineering, has been raised
from $1,500 to $1,800.
A BAW-MiLLand planning- mill, owned
by William McBain, of East Saginaw,
located near Chose, Lake county, was
totally destroyed recently by fire with
the stock of lumber. The loss is
$14,000; insured for $7,500.
The people who were wounded at
the Jackson railroad disaster on the
night of Oct. 10 have got well enough
to hold a meeting and appropriately
thank everybody who has had a hand
in helping take care of them since the
accident
During the month of November, the
salt inspected amounted to 230,185 bar-
rels. Inspection year ends Nov. 30, and
the product is 2,065,940 barrels— more
than last year, and the largest in the
history of the salt manufacturing re-
gion of Michigan.
The movement of forest produce by
water has closed for the season. Ship-
ments for the month of November from
Saginaw river were 70,810,000 feet.
The shipments since the opening of
navigation are the largest on record, as
follows: Lumber, 668,363,866 feet;
shingles, 220,552,500 ; staves, 4,348,731.
Shipments of lumber last year, 525,-
282,098 feet.
The following is a statement of «he
receipts and disbursements at the State
Treasurer’s office for the month ending
Nov. 29, 1879:
Balance on hand Oct. 31 ................. $428,004,87
Receipt* (or the month ................. 2il.W7.VJ-l
Total ................................. $«72,W77.71
DlibunemenU (or tho month ........... 2i0i.2M.18
Balance on hand Nov. 29 ............. $873,728.M
The twenty- eighth annnal meeting of
the Michigan Teachers’ Association
will be held in the new Capitol at Lan-
sing, Deo. 29, 30 and'31. A meeting of
the State Board of Education to exam-
ine candidates for State certificates will
be held on the last day of the session
and the two following days.
The State Board of Agriculture has
appointed farmers’ institutes for the
coming winter, as follows: Rockford,
Kent cousty, Jan. 13 and 14; Big
Rapids, Mecosta county, Jan. 15 and 16;
Manchester, Washtenaw county, Jan. 19
and 20; Romeo, Macomb county, Jan.
22 and 23; Bnchanan, Berrien county,
Jan. 26 and 27 ; Mason, Ingham county,
Jan. 28 and 29.
A little more than forty- five days
ago Bob Hackett came out of jail, at
Bay City. In three hours he was ar-
rested, convicted, and sent back for an-
other term of forty-five days. One day
last week his term expired, and Bob
walked the streets a free man 'once
more. In abont three hoars, however,
he dined off another man’s ear, was ar-
rested, convicted, and sentenced to
the Ionia House of Correction for nine-
HOLLAND CITY NEWS.
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ANTI-XASONBY. ,
Tbe article which we publish below we
find among the editorials of the Christum
Intelligencer. It reads considerable like a
judgment rendered from the bench after
a thorough hearing of the case.- It is ev
ident, from the tone of the article, that
they are flooded with Anti-masonic articles
which are deemed unworthy of publica-
tion.’
We must say No to some contributors;
we cannot give more space to an arraign-
ment of Masonry. It is unnecessary for
us to print more. The grounds of tbe op-
position to the Order have been sufflcieut-
ly stated. With thanks to those who have
complimented the Inteligencer by their de-
sire to appear in its columns, we have not
made a selection, for that was not neces-
sary, for happily the articles, published in
the order in which they were received,
with only one exception, afforded a clear
and full statement of the views of the op-
ponents of Masonry.
Our own opinions remain unchanged.
A number of the Masons we know are
earnest, active, generous Christians. We
fail to see that Masonry has affected their
piety. Besides, Masonry is making
no assault upon, attemping no control
over our social, political, or religious life,
at least not in this part of the country.
Masons are of all social positions, are earn-
est opponerts to each other in politics,
and of every form of religious belief. We
cannot forget that only recently, during
the civil war, every institution in the land
was severely tested, and then Masonry in-
terfered with nothing, manifested no dis-
position to intrigue for power in Church
or State.
One word os to our own Church. We
assert positively that the policy of the
Church is not decided by Free Masons. If
there were even a suspicion of such a
thing, there would be condemnatory re-
solutions of the most positive character.
More than tjiis, we venture to say that j
there are lew bodies so free from rings and
combinations as the General Synod of the
Reformed Church in America. The action
of that body is not “cut and dried” before-
hand by Masons or anybody else. Few
representative bodies are so entirely un-
trammeled.
We are not Masons, and never will he,
and if Masonry should ever attempt to
decide the action of our Church or should
assail our belief, we eoagage to oppose it
resolutely and perseveringly.
The Grand Haven Herald in a Frenzy.
"A FIXED FACT.”
And It Is Beyond All Contro-
The Larger the Business the Smaller
the Profits.
PEOPLE BECOMING SATISFIED.
A Big Rash Every Day.
A Large Dry Goods and Carpet
House Leading the Trade
in Michigan.
A Double Store with Five Floors
and Passenger Elevator.
FALL AND WINTER OPENING
A large number of DRE88 SILKS in dif-
ferent shades and colors.
Fall and winter DRESS GOODS. The lat-
est styles and patterns. Real novelties.
A large variety of ready made CLOAKS,
ot different prices. 1
A complete stock CLOAKING, and a large
variety of Trimmings.
Numbers of SHAWLS, of all prices, and
SKIRTS of different styles. •
Ladies’ and Misses' UNDERWEAR, of
different prices. Babies’ Bootes, etc.
That Messrs Spring & Company are do-
ing three or four times the amount of bus-
iness ever known before in their line, is
coming to be conceded ns a fact. A
glance through their grand store at any
hour of the day, from “morn till dewey
eve,” will convince any one who may be
skeptical on this point.
It is but an illustration of tbe business
“boom.” Large sales and small profits
have been advocated by merchants for
years. Spring & Company not only ad-
vertise this ns their policy, but they pur-
sue it with regard to every article kept in
there enormous stock.
Going farther than this, they recognize
that Grand Rapids has outgrown its “In-
dian payment” days, and is a city con-
taining a population which demands the
latest novelties in all styles of Dress Goods,
Dry Goods, Carpets and whatever pertains
to the trade. Through the enterprise of
this concern the ladies of our city are en-
abled to make their selections from an as-
sortment as varied ns that found in New
York, Chicago, Detroit or any of the larger
cities. Having a resident buyer in New
York, all patterns, styles, wefjfkts, color
and makes of Dry Goods or Carpets are
forwarded here on the day after their ap-
pearance in the metropolis. That this
new feature is appreciated, the increased
sales of Messrs. Spring & Company bear
ample witness.
Carrying by far the largest stock of any
concern in this line, selling goods in great
quantities and at small profits, and haviug j wh|ch wB >d] chcjp BCTrER E009
the novelties of each season as they appear, old store of^0 tBl1 ail<1 wo for jroureclf’
HOSIERY of every description; Ladies’
and Misses’ HOODS* corded Velvet,
Buttons, Nubias, Umbrellas, etc.
StocK of PRINTS and GINGHAMS, of
the latest styles.
In our BOOT and SHOE Department, we
have a complete line, piled up in boxes,
and lack room to display it. Call for
real bargains.
Ready-Made CLOTHING— the largest and
most complete stock ever brought into
Holland.
Rubber BOOTS, PANTS, CAPS, and
everything else in the rubber line.
Endless variety of HORSE BLANKETS.
A full Hue of choioe FAMILY GROCER-
IES, including the best Japan ’Tua for
50 cents.
All grades of SUGARS, as cheap as any-
where else, and hundreds of other neces-
sary, useful and ornamental articles, too
numerous to mention.
We are so crowded that we desire our customers to ask for goods if they don’t see them.
Wheat, Corn, Oats, Potatoes, Butter and Eggs taken in exchange for goods.
Lime, Stucco, Lath, Shingles, Salt (by the pound or barrel) always on hand.
ALSO, STOVE WOOD.
dr Call and look over the Store, and you will be pleased to acknowledge the completeness of our Stock.
E- J". H^RRIDSTCrTOnST,
HOLLAITD, IMIICIEi;.
IR, IE AID !
THE
GROCERY | FEED STORE
OP
Mrs. M. P. Visser,
ON TUE
Cov. of Eight!* and River Streets,
Still continue* to sell n» cheap a* ever, and our
American and Holland customer* can rely on just
a.- civil Niid efficient treatment as heretofore,
have a Stock of
DRY GOODS
Spring & Company arc justly entitled to
the heavy sales which all who are posted,
know they are daily making.
Holland. Nov. 1. 1879.
MRS. M. P. VISSER.
38-Smo.
The proceedings of the Board of Super-
visors, in pamphlet form, are received, (
forty days after adjournment. And in this
form they will go to a few people in var-
ious towships. Had they, been printed in
the Herald they would have been read by
the people in ail parts of the county over
a month ago. As a job it is aboul an aver-
age, and, as ordered, is worth about ten
dollars less than last year. And nine dol-
lars more is paid. This is what the coun-
is out by the change to the Van Schelvan
plan. But it isn’t mucli any way. There
was no profit in it last year for us, and
there can he but little this year for Mr.
Van Schelven— Gra/wi Haven Herald.
We were not aware that the editor of
the above paper could contain so much
envy, much less bring himself down to
such gross misstatements. We were
obliged to get out the pamphlet “ in thirty
days from the time the copy was furnished
us,” which we did, and that is sooner by
several days than the Herald office ever
did it. The real thorn that stings, is that
the job is mechanically so far superior to
the Herald's of last year that the editor’s
pen had to overflow with bitterness. But
to blame Supervisor Van Schelven for not
giving it to the Herald is outrageous, ns
anybody will see that our proposition was
accepted by a vote of 19 to one. That
vote alone negatives tbe editor’s insinua-
tions. It was our doing, and nobody else.
Moreover, we did not expect to make a
fortune out of the job; but we did wish
to put one pamphlet in existence by which
the Herald's beautiful (?) work may be
compared in the figure, if the occasion
should preseot itself. It is about time for
the editor of the Herald to learn, that
Grand Haven does not comprise the whole
county, and the supervisors recognizing
this fact will not have it printed in a paper
that is not read to any extent in the south-
ern part of the county— for the simple
reason that it has outlived its usefulness.
MISERABLENESS.
The most wonderful and marvelous sue-
in cases, where persons are sick or
pining away from a condition of miserable-
ness, that no one knows what ails them,
(profitable patients for doctors,) is obtain-
ed by tbe use of Hop Bitters. They begin
to cure from the first dose and keep it up
uatil perfect health and strength is restor-
ed. Whoever is afflicted in this way need
not suffer, when they can get Hop Billers.
See “Truths” and **Proverbs”lu another
column.
CARPENTER SAWS
Or *ny oilier kind, you can filo uourarlf with our
New Machine •<> that it will cut /tetter than
JErer. The teeth will all romnin of eijual aize and
ehape. Sent free on reeeipt of $9..%0 to any
part of the United State*. Illustrated Circular < free.
Good AgeMtH wanted i n ererti counti/and
eity. A.Llreas E. MOTH As MHO., /few O-c-
-ford. Pa.
K*3‘ We havo hundreds of letter* f^m men usiu^
tor Machine who say they would not Uke fur it.
New Store !
Probate Order.
STATE OF MICHIGAN, County of Ottawa, hr.
Ai a seseion of the Probate Court of the county
of Ottawa, holden at the probate office In the
city of Grand Haven In eala county, on Monday
the twenty-fourth dav of November. In the year
one thousand eight hundred and •eventy-nine.
PrcRent: Samuel L. Tate, Judge of Probate.
In the matter of the estate of Hendrik Dnnnink,
deceaced.
On rending and filing tho petition, duly verified,
of ArleVan Regenmorter. reureaenting that said
Hendrik Dunnitik lately died in Raid county intea-
tate, leaving personal entate in said county of
Ottawa to bo administered, and praying that ad-
ministration thereof maybe granted to John C.
Post of said county. Thereupon it Ir ordered, that
Monday the twenty-second day of
December next, at one o'clock In the afternoon,
We i he ns»ign*d lor the hearing of said petition, and
1 that the heirs at law ol the said deceased, and all
other persons Interested in said estate, are required
to appear at a session of said court, then to he
holden at the probate office, in Grand Haven. In
B:iid county, and show cause, if any there be. why
the prayer of the petitioner shonld not he granted:
And it is further ordered, that said petitioner give
notice to the persons interested in said estate of
the pendehey of said petition and tlio hearing
thereof, bv cousinu a copy of this order to bu
published In the •* Holland City News.’’ a news-
paper printed and circulated in said comity of
Ottawa, for three successive weeks previous to
said day of hearing.
A true copy, (Attest.) Samuel L. Tate.42-4w. Judge of Probate.
Chancery Sale.
STATE OF MICHIGAN: The Circuit Court for
the county of Ottawa— In Chancery.
Jan Panels, Jacob Van Pnlten, Johannes'
Dykema. Maria Ranters. Maeike Plugger
nu U fant under the age of 21 years, by
Gerrit Van Schelven her next Iriend,
Elizabeth Oggol, and Wilhelmiua Kruid-
Keppel. Her-
enier, compl lants.
vs.
Cornelius Keppel, Jenneke
. . . le pel.
manus Geznn, A^ltje Gezon, Jacob den
Herder. Jacob R. Hchepers. and Aaltje
Van den Boer Visser. executrix of the
estate of Michael P. Visser, deceased,
defendants.
In pnrsnancc and by virtue ot a decree of said
Circuit Court for the county of Ottawa, in chancery,
made in the above entitled cause, on the twenty-
fourth day of March. A. I). 1879. Notice is hereby
given that on the Twentieth day of Jan-
uary, A. D. 1880, at one o'clock In the afternoon,
at the front door of the court house, it the city of
Grand Haven, in said county, I, the subscriber, a
Circuit Court commissioner in and lor said county,
will sell at public auction to the highest bidder,
the lands and premises described in said decree.
The undersigned having formed a co-partnership
for the purpose of carrying on a
\
^cii' gitU’fttiscmntts.
IrfliTTll
$17 St Charles Street, SL Lonis, Mo.
A regoisr gradust* of two Medical College*, hu been longa
engaged In the ipccUltrcatmentofall Venereal. Sexunl
and Chronic Diseases thin *n» other Phy*ici»n In 8t.
Louit, u city paper* (how, and all old resident* know.
Bjrphllis, Oonorrbcca, Oleet. Stricture. Orchitis.
•ome oi me luiiowing entet* : nerrouane**, leininai emu
•ion*, debility, dimnet* of light, defective memoir, plmph
on the ftce, phniesl decay, avemon to loeiriy of feimilc
contuiiou of idea*, lo»* of sexu*! power, ete-., midcrii
Hernia, or Eupture, all Urinary Dicearea ar. '
Syphilitic or mercurial Affections of the Throa.
Skin or Bones, are treated with unparalleled iucccm, on
late*t •cieutiflc principle*. Safely. Privately.
Spermatorrhea, Bestial Debility nnd Imro-
tency, a* the rc»ult of Self-Abuie in youth, acxual ex-
ceitea in mature' yean, or other cau*e*. ami which produce
t e f the foll lk vouim *, t i tna) uiti-
pie*
, e*,
.... .......  ual wer, c:, rende ng
marriage itnpidpcr or unhappy. *rc permanently
cured. Comultatlou at office, or by mail free, and Invited,
When It l* inconvenient to vi»it the city for treatment,
medicine* can be *cnt by mail or expre** everywhere. Cur-
able case* guaranteed, where doubt cxiit* lti» frankly *1811*1
Punphle: fa: he:. 1 Lisp; Ut W.scs, 1 ;
Germs, fa: V.% 2 Ctaspi. Cl F:g i.
MARRIAGE I pIIFs.
pffiis. i GUIDE.
Elesmnt cloth nnd Rilt binding. Benlcd for 50c.
In portage or currency. Over fifty wonderful penplcture*,
true to fife; ortielea on the fo'lowing aubject*: Who may
marry, who not, why. Manhood, Woumnhood, Pliy.ical
deeav. Who (hould marry; How life and hvpplnm may
be ioerrnvd. The Phyiioiogy of Reproduction, and many
more. TIiok married or coutcmplat • Z marriage •hould
read it, then kept under lock ami key. Popular edition,
Mine a* abort, but paper rover, nuge*. » h ct*. by mall,
In money or pottapo- Cheape»t goou gnldeln America.
PRESCRIPTION PREE
For the -peady cure of Seminal Weafcneii, Lort Manhood,
1 remeture Debility, Kerrou*ne«t, Deiponm-nry, Con f 01 Ion
of Ideas, Aversion to Society, prfrrtlva Memory, and all
Disorder* brought on by Secret Habit* and Kxccsse*. Any
drugtirt ha* the ingredient*. Addrr**,
DR.JACQUFS, 715 Che.n.ut St. St. Louis. Mo.
STORE,
Respectfully invite th- public fo cone ami give
them avail, at VENN KMA’h BRICK
bTOilE,
No. 82 Eighth St.
M. Huizenga & Co.
Mortgage Sale.
T^vEFAL’LT having been made in the conditions
1/ of payment of a certain .mortgage executed
by William H. Doming at tl Eliza Jane Demine, hit
wife, to Abel T. Stewart (now dixensetD, dated
September tweniy-fifih. A. I)., 1871, and recorded
in the office of ihe Register of Deed* of Ottawa
county, Michigan, on October twelfth. A. D. 1871,
in l.iber X of Mortgages, on page 144. on which
mortgage there is claimed to bo due at the date of
this nonce the snm of one hundred and fifty-three
doilnrs and sixty-six cents ($153.66); and no pro-
ceedings at law or in eqnltv having been instituted
to recover the debt secured bv said mortgage, or
any part. thereof; Now. therefore, notice is hereby
given, ihat (by virile of the power of sale in said
mortgage contained, nnd the statute in such case
provided!, on Monday the twenty-third
day of February, A. D. 1680, at one o clock,
in the afternoon of said day. at the front door of,
the court hotti-e In the city of Grand Haven, Mich- 1
ignn (sui'l coun house be ng the building wherein i
Is held the circuit court for the county in which
the mortgaged premises are situated), said mort-
gage will be foreclosed by a sale of the premises 1
nesciibed in said mortgage, or so much tliereot ns j
maybe necessary to satisfy the amount due on j
raid mortgage, interest to the date of snch sale, i
and ’cgal cost*, including an attorney's fee of fifty j
dollars, as in said mortgage provided. The prciu '
ises to be sold are described as follows, in said j
mortgage; All of those certain pieces or parcels of
land, situate, lying and being In the county, of Ot- !
tnwa. in the 8tatQ of Michigan, nnd more particu-
larly know. i and oescribed a* lots numbered three
Will make it an object for cash customer* to deal block number forty-seven, of the city
with them. Their Stock Dull fresh and complete; v[; i ,,'’,. y [t/1 n ! , l,',*', rt:Co,tlL‘d 1,lat °r ,hc
Dated November 26. 1879.
HENRY BAUM, and
ELIZA J. STEWART.
viz.: All that certain niece or parcel of land situate
in the city of Holland in the county of OttavCa and
State of Michigan, and described as follows, to-
wit : Sixty feet front oflot numbered five In block
numbered ‘A in the city of Holland, according to
the recorded map thersof.
Dated November 26th, 1879.
A REND VIRSCHBR,
Circuit Court Commissioner, lu and for Ottawa
countv. Mich.
P. II. McBRIDB, Complainant's Solicitor.
44-7 w.
\
Cnll and see for yourself.
GROCERIES SOU) VERY CHEAP.
A full assortment of Crockery.
All kinds of Farm Produce taken in
change.
M. I1UIZBNOA,
Holland. Nov. 1. 1879. O. C, PLKY.3tMmo. ^
Executors of the last will nnd testament of Abel
T. Stewart, mortgagee, deceased,
cx- : J- C. POST, Attorney for said executors of mort-gage. 40-1 3w.
THE CURTIS TURBINE I
Al a rer«‘iif e«l|vnro
4 _ - i OO jn-r
A lull
power, price etc,.
|{i veil in an extra ol
tile Turbin* H’uorttr,
Send lor a Copy.
GATES CU’BTTS,
Offde&fitarafe N.Y.
Frey Brothers,
rnormKTon* or
gMititmal gtoitl.
A fit guaranteed or money refunded at
the crund closing out#8ale of Clothing op*
poslte the Post Office.
- -**«• -
A monopoly no longer rules Ihe town in
clothing. The grand cloMng-out sale op-
posite ihe Post Office makes old dealers
tremble. Do not believe them when they
depreciate the slock and prices ot the new
store.
- --- ---
In spite of ih^ influence of home deal*.
BAST’S RIDIkGSAV/MACHINE C0LDBR00K BREWERY
The BEST THING OUT.
Will 8AW ary alee logs In any
poaiUon. Thousands in
uae. Waifht of th® oper-
ator doia ail the work.
8. nd tor Circular* and
Pricca.
AOENTO WANTED.
mi
ffi!
- e«« u “
mi]
AdtfriHM II. H. Waunrjr <'o„ Oilmro. Ills.
AND
Dissolution Notice.
rpiIE undersigned have this day dissolved their1 co-partnership by mutual consent, formerly^ ..x ... . - known as PESSINK HROT11EU8. All account*
er.s with the Common Council to keep out  tor ami agalnat said firm will bo settled by
go,*) Clothing fit low ppiots, the monopoly i Pearlnk, who will cqnllnue the buslnesfi as hi
lias been broken and the people bcnefltlcd ! ,ore' • - - — -
by the opening of the grand closing out
bale opposite the Post Office. . .
John
erctO'
BOTTLING. WORKS,
Grand Rapids,
MICHIGAN.
G. J. A PF.R8INK,
. JOHN PKH61NK.
Dated. Holland, Nov. tOtb. 1879. 41-lw.
Chancery Sale.
STATE OF MICHIGAN: The Cirndt Court for
the County of Ottawa— In Chancery.
Jan Panels, Jacob Van Putten, Johannes
Dijkema. Marin Ranters, Manlke Plugger
an infant under tho age of 21 years, bv
Gerrit Vim chelten her next friend.
Elizabeth Oggel and Wilhelmiua Krulde- )
nler, complainants.
vs.
Cornells Keppel, Jenneke Keppel nnd
Jacob It. .Schepcrs, defendant*.
In pursuance nnd by virtue of n decree of said
Cltcr it Court tor the count v of Ottawa. In chancery,
made In tho above entitled cause, on the twenty-
fourth day of March. A. D. 1879. Notice Is hereby
given that on the Twentieth day of Jan-
uary, A. D. 1880. at one o’clock In the afternoon,
ut the front door of tho court house, in the city of
Grand Haven, in said county. I, the sub-criber, a
Circuit Court commbaionci in and for said county,
will sell at public auction, to the hlgf cst bidder,
tlic lands mid premises described in said decree,
viz: All of Tint certain piece or parcel of land
situate in the city of Holland In the county of Ot-
tawa and State of Michigan, ard described as fol-
lows, to-wlt: all of that part of lot numbered five
(5) In block numbered thlrtyjour (81) In »aid pity,
which is bounded on the south side, on the cast
side and on tho north side by the southeast and
north lines of said lot, and on the west elite by a
line running parallel with the east line of said lot
and eighteen (IS) feet west therefrom, the same
being tho east eighteen feet ot said lot numbered
.five (5) ucording to the recorded map of said city
on record as ol the village of Holland in the office
of the Register of Deeds for Ottawa comity, Mich-igan. /
Dated November 2fith, 1879.
AMEND VI880HEH.
Wc invite tho attention of retailers to onr Cele- 1 Clrcnlt Court Commissioner in and for Ottawa
i™«i Ug,r finer before m.klns ond.gem.nl. | pcou"“&BWDg, goUdtor.elsewhere. .j 43 7w.
Onr Brewery Is also known as the Holland 1
Brewery.
Come and see a*.
TRUTHS.
Hop Bitters are the Purest and
Best Bitters ever known.
They are compounded from Hops, Bnchu,
Mandrake and Dandelion — the oldest, best;
and most valuable medicine* in tho world, and
contain all the best and most curative proper-
ties of all other bitters, being the greatest
Blood Purifier, Liver Regulator, and Life and
Health Restoring agent on earth. No disease
or ill-health can possibly long exist where
these Bitters are used, so varied and pcrlect
are their operations.
They give new life and vigor to the aged and
infirm’. To n'l whose employments cause it-
regularity of the bowels or urinary organs, or
who require an Appetiser, Tonic nnd mild
Stimulant, these Bitters are Invaluable, being
highly curative, tonic nnd stimulating, without
intoxicating.
No matter what your feelings nr symptoms
are. what tho disease or ailment is, use Ho
Bitters. Don't halt until you are stek but it
you only feel bad rr miserable, use the Bitters
at once. It may saw your life Hundreds
have been saved by so doing.
will tie paid for a case they w III not cure or help.
Do not suffer yourself or let your friends
suffer, hut use and urge them to use Hop
Bitters.
R- member. Hop Bitters is no vile, drugged
drunken nostrum, hut the Purest and Best
Medicine ever made: the •• Invalid's Friend
nnd Hope," and no person or tamllv should be
without them. Try the Bitters to day.
Try Hop Cough Cure and Pain Relief.
For sale by J. O. DOKMBURQ.
?of
REDUCED PACKAGE RATES
Between 3.000 Offices cf this Co. In f’ev/
England, middle end Western Ctatesf r.tc >
to offices of nearly uil Connecting Llr.co.
— MONEY —
cunroENCY and cold.
Package!; not crccodlng .......... $ 20, I 3c.“ “ — $40, 20c.M “ •• .......... $ CO, 25c.
Lar^je ftims In mvc.\ mailer proportion.
Grand Rapids, Dec. 1 , 1879.
FREY BROTHERS.
48 8m.
CfrOEflA MONTH! AQIHTS VAKTEDl
HiHB 75 I**'*1 Osltlnf ArtWwIa IhsWorl.lt naatn*
IPWWU piofrrs. AdJilY BRONSON, Matt, *ok
36-tf.
MERCHANDISE.
LowMt aid lll;be*l ChargM, accordlaj to Ejktssrs-
Packagos nst exceeding
|lb. 25c. _ | 4 Ibst. 23 to 00c.
1 to 76c.
1 to $ | .
I l B '
:l 7 “ re-
printed MATTER*
BOOKS, and other matter, uAoI/yfnr)* inf, or-
dered from, or sent bjviualers, &c.,PRE-PAIDi
2 lbsT~j BcTT 3 Iba. 20c. I 4 lbs. 2Pc.
ORDERS FOR PBRCRASISG GOODS ,
Left with any Agen t of this Co. will bo promptly
executed, without exptnsr, other than the ordinary
charge for carrying the good*.
Send your Money and Parcels by Expreaa;
cheapest and quickest, with positive security.
WH. G. FARGO. Prea’t.
OTTO BREYMAN. Lceal Ajent,
Holland, Mich.
10,000 nrsHKis bit* ms, 0f which I
__ I make Buckeyt Pile Oiiitmrut,W arrr  ti '.to
im FJU'AMrtii with *Uuip, Dr. J. N. T»U«r, St. Louli, ?(*.
86- tf.
WASM
i
jJottinQ 5.
The schooner Joses is still on the beach 1
and her position is considered dangerous.]
The schr Hope arrived home safe last
week from her last trip and stripped for
the winter.
^)uR-hardware storekeepers have agreed
to close their stores herealter, every eve-
ning at 8 P. Mr,
The rainy and wet weather of the past
week changed on Thursday morning last
to a regular snow storm.
Our popular drayman, Mr. Ed. Harring-
ton, Jr., hw changed his order slate, and
bung it in the store of Mr. L. T. Kanters.
The schr. Four lirus. Is hauled out at
Bchols’ shipyard where she is undergoing
repairs preparatory to next season's busi-
ness.
In sympathy with other markets wheat
has gone up to $1.^5, flour to $(1.50, po-
tatoes 30 cents, eggs 18 cents, and butter
10 cents.
A fire broke out in the rear of H. Meyer
tfc Co’s furniture establishment, on River
street, on Tuesday morning last, which
was happily put out before it became uu
manageable.
L. T. Banters has an enormous stock
of holiday goods, and the children are on
the lookout ft>r them..
Alderman H. Cropley an^ family left
for California on Tuesday evening last, to
visit relatives and friends.
The Holland City Quadrille Band will
give their opening party for this season in
Lyceum Hall on Friday evening, the 19lh
inst. i
A man by the name of Juffers, was de-
dal ed iasano at a session of the Probate
Court, on Tuesday last, and on Thursday
was taken to Kalamazoo to the asylum for
the insane.
This is a dangerous season, and often
the fondest mother’s care is no protection
against Coughs, Colds and Hoarseness.
Dr. Bull’s Cough Syrup should be kept
in readiness. Price 25 cents.
List of Letters remaining in the post-
office at Holland, Mich., Dec/ 11, 1879:
H. L Adrork, A. W. Kelley, F. J. Nichols,
Wm. IJoyscn, D. A. Denison.
Wm. Verbeek, P. M.
The clothing business which was adver-
tised to be opened here on the 20th day of
November, in Bosnian’s old store, was
opened here yesterday. The slock is large
and comprises some very flue goods.— See
special notices in anoihor column.
Insurance agents all recommend the
use of the Harris *fc Smith Salety Lamp.
There is no class of persons more capable
The different insurance agents in this
city have formed themselves into a local
board of insurance, have established a ' of judging of its great value, as they know
uniform rale, and are getting out a pam- what a vast amount of property is yearly
phlet showing the rate established. [destroyed by accidents with common
j lamps. For sale by P. & A. Steketoe.
The weather has been so favorable in
Qglcthorpe County, G.i. that the third crop
of tigs for 1879 is nearly ripe. •
Hon. Moses V. Aldrich, one of the most
prominent citizens of Grand Rapids, died
on the 8th. He leaves $250,000.
-- ----- -
Give a girl long eylashes and Email
hands and she will put up with No. 0 feel
and marry all around a curly-headed girl
wearing one’s and a half. — Bx.
A ton of gold makes a fraction over
$500,000. and when n man says his wife
is worth her weight*in gold, and she
weighs 120 pounds, she is worth $30,000.
* The Grand Rapids Standtiard is getting
more and more in the habit of copying
news items from the Holland City News
without giving us credit. Is this what you
call plaguirM
Small farmeis in Great Britain have hut
a small chance to rise in the world, owing
to the difficulty of buying land. The duke
of Buceleuch, who is the premier duke of
Scotland, is lord of 450,000 acres, with a
rental of $1,150,000 per year.
- — - • _
A dispatch lu the Galveston News, from
Dallas, Texas, says that five hundred ne-
groes passed through, returhing from
Kansas, penniless, having been fleeced by
land agents. At Denison tiiey met a train
•if 200, all of whom they persuaded to re-
turn south to their homes.
Rev. W. H. Mllburn delivered the lec-
ture advertised, in Hope College chapel,
on Wednesday evening, to a large audience,
considering the weather. The blind Icc-
The body of Mr. I. P. Thibout, of
whose death we made mention in our last
issue, was brought here on Monday last,
lurcr was Tlvid in hU descriptions’ and aurt.Ka3 i01111™1 "> lUe family graveyard
eloquent. »
Among the social events in the neigh5
borhood we can mention the elopement of]
Mr. Nicholas Albers with Miss Bellman,
both of Ovcrysel, on Monday last. They
went to Muskegon and got married, soj
says our informant.
A little way across Black River bridj\
Mr. Jas. G. Boyce may be seen to work
pulling the stumps out of a piece of laud
of Mr. M. D. Howard. The process is
simple, but very effective. Mr. Boyce : Heath between this port and Chicago.
with appropriate ceremonies. The fun-
eral services were held in the First Re
formed church, and the sermon was
preached by Rev. J. Van der Meulen, of
Muskegon, of whose congregation Mr.
.'hi bout was a member.
Capt. R. C. Brittain will build the stea-
mer Heath all over again. She was over-
hauled this summer, and made wider and
longer— she will be made larger yet with
larger power. Brittain will also build a
birge this winter-to be towed by the
mys be has contracts •enough on hand to
keep him busy all winter.
There has been plenty of snow, and
good sleighing, in all the northern portion
of the lower peninsula of Michigan the
past four weeks. A gentleman who rode
forty miles in a sleigh, from Cheboygan to
Petosfcey, last Friday, says that the snow
was fully twelve iuches deep.
A colored republican candidate for dis-
trict attorney in Madison county, Louisi-
ana, published a cafd, notifying the world
that there was no bull Rising in that parish
at the election last week, and the two men
said to have been killed are at home alive
and unterrified.
The last cargo of the season was
brought here by the schr. Knapp, from
Manistee, bringing a cargo of lime and
shingles, for Mr. E. J. Harrington. She
took out with her a load of corn and po-
tatoes, left hero on Thursday at noon and
arrived safely at Manistee on the follow-
ing day.
-
It will require at least $200,000 to com-
ply with a recent act of the Georgia legis-
lature, appropriating $00 to $80 to every
soldier of that slate who lost nu arm or
leg during (he late war. The total amount
paid out thus far is over $20,000 to three
hundred and twenty ex-soldiers, and they
are applying at the rate of thirty a day.
There are also two new tugs on the stocks
— one of them belonging to C. Heath, who
lost a tug by fire this summer.—
Democrat.
Our new public ball, named Lyceum'
Hall, will be opened on Tuesday evening
next, the 16th inst., with a very attractive
program for the opening. Posters are
around town, and regular procrams will
be distributed on the evening. The varied
features of the entertainment, consisting
mainly of singing, will be sufficiently at-
tractive to fill the house. Tickets willtbe
for sale at L. T. Kanters, D. Meengs, and]
Joslin & Breyman. We expect to see
crowded house.
It will be well for the legal fraternity,
Justices, etc., or whoever else may be called
upon to represent a cause in the Probate
Court of this county, to be as punctual
about their appearance in that court ns in
any other, If they do not want to jeopar-
dize the interests of the cases in their
hands. The Judge of Probate is no more
obliged to hold these hearings open than
the Judge of the Circuit, we therefore ad-
vise you to be punctual.
Our correspondent at Hamilton, writes
us that Hope Mills are doing a first-class
business at present. They have just
added a No. 4 Smith Purifier, one of the
latest improved machines. The mill can-
not make flour enough to fill all the orders
coming in ...... The firm of Kolvoorttfe
Baker have built a large store and haveWm. Addis is building a logging railro d ,
from While Cloud to Crooked lake, lu the 'flllcd il UP witl1 8 lar^ 6,ock °.f «ood9'
townships of Beaver and Monroe, Neway-
go county, Mich. The road when com-
pleted will be 10 miles in length, ironed
with ordinary railroad iron and operated
by one or more steam engines. Several
. mills will be constructed along the line of
the road by the builder. The road is to.
connect with the Chicago & West Mich/
We are called upon to chronicle the
death of Mrs. J. Blok, of Zeeland, on
Wednesday last, at the age of 35 years, 10
months and 28 days, leaving two children
in the care of the bereaved father, who are
not yet able to appreciate tbeir loss. Mr.
Blok loses an affectionate helpmeet, and
her relatives a member of the fold who
will never be replaced. We e$J*nd our
heartfelt sympathy to the bereaved ones.
Mr. Jas. Richards, of Hudsonville,
was in town one day last week, looking
^ after the cheese business tor some parties
in Ohio, who intend coming to this place
and engage in the business. Since the
factory at Fillmore has b*en idle, we
thought all along that It wa« only waiting
for the right man. We hope to see this
business started again in the Spring, and
be a benefit to the manufacturer and farm-
ers alike. The right kind of man will un-
doubtedly make a success of It, since
cheese has gone up to 13 cents per pound,
and a good article Is scarce at ^iat.
“ Leaves from the Diary of an 01
Lawyer: Intemperance the Great Source
ot Crime,” which is described as a story
that will compare with the famous " Diary
of a Physician,” and as a temperance plea
with “ Ten Nights in a Bar Room," is
soon to he issued by the American Book
Exchange, New York. /
Are you in the same boat? For 31
years T. B. Robinson of Fayeltevile.N. Y.
was afflicted with the Piles, in the Worst
loi m and alter using two boxes of “Pettit, a
Eye Salve” was completely cured, so he
writes Nov. 1st, 1878. Pi ice 25 cents.
Sold by T. E. Anuis & Co., Druggists
and Apothecaries^ Holland, Mich.
A dispatch from Fargo, Dakota, Dec.
10th, says: “The wildest blizzard within
the memory of the oldest* inhabitant is
sweeping the country Irom Bismarck to
Duluth, and probably extending over an
area of four hundred. piiles. It snowed
lightly nil yesterday, but during last night
the wind increased, and this luorniug
dawned upon drifts four feet deep, n foot
of snow ou the level, and the air so thick
with flying flakes that buildings are not
visible a block off. It is worth a man’s
life to attempt to face the blizzard for any
istance. Trains are all delayed, and the
orst condition of things is feared on the
akota division of the Northern Pacific,
iad news from the settlers op the prairies
s expected.
A dispatch from Manistee dated Dec.
10th, says: The most severe thunder and
rain storm ever seen here 'came ftpon us
last night. The rain poured down In tor-
rents for five or six hours, bursting in the
cellar of Horace Taber’s large brick block,
flooding Ranselman’s art gallery floor,
filling Micbelson’s store-cellar with mud
and water, which ruined about $1,000
worth of goods, broke the outside wall of
the Times office and rushed in at the win-
dows, breaking glass and fitting the build-
ing with mud and water. Every store on
River street and below the hill on the
south side of the river was more or less
damaged. The sewers ou the high ground
in the city nearly all bursted with the
flood and filled the streets below full of
water and clay-mud.
Our Big Bar git ins
«
HAVE ARRIVED,
And will be placed pn onr
Counters on
Monday Morning, Nov. 3
-We received during last week over $20,-
000 worth of the following great bargains,
which we offer fully 20 per cent, below
former prices.
French Novelties $2, former price $3.
French Novelties $1.25, former price
$1.75.
French and German Novelties 50c,
former price 75c.
English Dress^Goods in beautiful effects,
35c, 40c, and 45c, formerly sold for 50
and 00c.
Beautiful Scotch Plaids (all wool) 46
inches wide, for 85c, worth $1.25.
We call special attention to our immense
stock of Black Cashmeres, which we
bought very much under regular value,
and offer them at following very low prices:
36 inches wide, fine, all wool Black Cash-
meres, 45c, worth 60c; 38 inches 50c, very
fine 60c. formerly 75c; 40 iuches wide 70c,
worth 85c; 40 inches extra heavy 75c; 46
inches wide 90c, worth $1; 46 inches extra
fine $1, never before sold for less than
$1.25.
Also an immense stick of Low Priced
Dress Goods. 2,500 yards Snow Flake
• Dress Goods 6c a yard. 3,000 yards heavy
•ilaid Dress Goods 8c. 5,000 yards of very
heavy Camels' Hair Dress Goods, excel-
l-ut goods to wear, at 12^0 per yard,
worth 25c.
Our Dress Goods stock is undoubtedly
the largest and host assorted in the city.
We would call attention to our bargains
in Beaver Shawls, bought at auction. All
Wool Beavt-r Shawls $3, worth $4. Re-
versible Beaver Shawls $5, formerly $7.
Our Cloak stock is second to none in the
trade, and we offer special inducements in
thi* department, as we had our Cloaks
made during the summer mouths, at less
than present value.
We have also an extraordinary large7 .
assortment of ladies’, gents' and children’s
Underwear, Woolen and Merino Hosiery
and Gloves in all grades. We claim extra
good value in ladies’ and gents’ Under-
wear at 5Uc.
As our stock in every department is
very complete, and having a great many
more bargains than we could mention here
il will fully repay all those who give our
slock a fair inspection.
Corner Canal and Bronson,
Grand Rapids, Mich.
tyTo nave time and trouble, we mention that
we are ponitlvely a One Price EetalAishment .
- GRAND HAVEN ITEMS.
The Hewlett Block had a narrow cs-
cajie from fire, caused by a defective flue.
Consisting of groceries, dry goods, cloth
Ing, etc. From nil this it seems as if
Hamilton was flourishing and growing.
- -
Our Salem correspondent says: Dr. J.
‘C. P. Nagley started last Tuesday for a
few weeks trip through Ohio and Indiana.
His return will be welcome ...... Evening
parties are again in vogue and dancing is
carried on with renewed spirit ...... An
eight year old son of Mr. N. Mattson re-
siding about three miles north of here re-
ceived an ugly wound on the forehead
from the kick of a horse. The skull was
laid bare several inches ...... Dr. Moon
having sold bis interest, etc., to. Dr. Palm-
er, bis late partner, has removed to James-
town, where he is locating ...... Two
traveling physicians from Cold water have
lately appeared in our town ...... Mr. O.
Titsworth, proprietor of the Salem Centre
Hotel is sparing no pains In preparing for
a grand hall and oyster supper which is to
come off on Christmas eve. His former
experience, combined with gentlemanly
kindness, assures us that every effort will
be put forth for the comfort and happiness
of every person attending ...... Prof. Bris-
tol delivered a free lecture on horse train-
ing, etc., exhibiting at the same time his
educated stallion on the street... ...Mr.
James Briggs displays a large amount of
Christmas goods to the delight of the littlefolks. •
The prop. Minneapolis arrived Sunday
afternoon from Milwaukee, with a full
cargo of merchandise.
PROF. HARRIS’ RADICAL CURE
TOR SPERMATORRHEA.
(SEMINAM»ASTILLE”
A VtlntbU Dlaoovcrr
and N.w UtpvWr. m »i*T
leal S«UA., an uilraty
N.w and politicly •Act.
If. a.m.djp (nr th. a|>Mdf
aud permanent Cur. of
Hcminal Imlttiona ft
Impoteney by th. only
•ruo way, vtat Direct
, . . . „ Application to th. prin-
Cipal Seat of th. Duraae, acttn| by Abeorpiion. .ml firrt.
Ir-t Hi •p.'-iRc inrtn.nr. on thn Seminal Vcs’ulea, Ljac-
uHtory PuaU, Prostate Gland, aad Uret'-ra. Th. ut.
of U« lUoedy i» aiicMlod with no (am or tncm.ieEirnce, a»d
doea not intrrfcro »uh lb. ordinary purauiti of lift-) it la
quickly ddtolrid and .non iteorbed, producin' an Inmo-
dluts MOthiny »-.d rcatoratifo .fftet upon lh» aeaual and
n iv ui oryamtiliona wrecked fmm nlf-nhuae and «i cruel,
•KV'i’iof t * drain from th. ayium. reitortny the mind to
lealth and sound memory, r.mnfinj the Dimncca if
Girht, Nervous Debility, Confusion of Ideas, Aver*
riou to Society, etc., etc., and the arpmranc. of prema-
ture old age uiualir accompanying liua trouble, and rtip>r-
inf perfect Sexual Vigor, when it ha. been dormant for
ycora. TMi mvj. of tieatm.nt haa atoed th. tut in very
•ever, caw a, and h now a pronounced aucctaa. Drugs *'•
I o much pre*cr>bed in lhta« troubln, and, aa many cat bear
witnea. to, with but little if any permanent g'nid. There it eo
Nor.acaae about thla Preparation. I radical oba. rralioo .nablca
ui is poaitirely guarantee that it will give •atlafaction.—
Duriug lb. eight yrara that it haa l«en in general uae, w» bav.
thouiainia of teitimnouli aa to Hi value, aid it ia now mneedrd
by th. Medical 1 rofetaion to b. ttw moat rational mcaua yet
due were J of reidutig and curing thla very prevaln l trouble,
that ti well known ti be Hi. cauie of -ntolJ ml-ety to eo many,
and o-nn whom quaoks prey witb their ueeleea nnatrumi and
b'.f foes. Th.ltemelyliputupln real boiri, of ti rev elirt.
No. L ("rough to tail a month,) S3] No. 8. (tuflicIfM to
c-Trct a permanent cure, unlete in eevtre caaee.) |Si No. 3,
('ailing o.cr three ai'mliii. will atop muaaioni and rcalnro
A daughter of Henry Saul, of Grar^
Haven Township, died suddenly on Sun-
day afternoon. Cause unknown.
B. D. Safford, formerly of the firm of
Beaudry & Safford, has opened a full line
of dry goods in Hopkins’ new Block.
Albers & Michmershuizcn will com-
mence a grocery business in a few days In
one of the stores of Hopkins’ new block.
The bark Golden West, was the last
vessel to leave our harbor laden with lam-
bet for Chicago, on Monday evening the
8th inst. __
Dr. Sharp, formerly from Adrian,
Mich., will succeed Dr. J. B. McNett as
practitioner in this city. The gentleman
comes highly recommended.
Capt. Thomas Walsh, formerly Master
of the steamer Alpena of the Goodrich
line, was buried last Sunday afternoon
from the Catholic Church. His funeral
was largely attended, his death is univers-
ally mourned.
Da. J. B. McNett, Miss C. McNett, Miss
Eleanor Griffin and Miss Amanda East-
man left for the “ Navaro Indian Agcn-
cy," In Arizona, on Wednesday evening.
The best wishes of a large circle of friends
follow them to their new fields of labQr.
wrappe-*. Full DIRNCTIONU for naiag will
pang EACH BOX.
>cn4 l >r * l*tcnntiv« FampM.I ftvlag Analomittl
UluitritiMia, wt.icb will cuuviuc. i!-e moat akrplical
fiat they cm t. rtatorrd t. |*rfett manhoo.1, and
f-ted forth, duti*. nf Hf., aim. at If ...rr affralrd.
j*ut fxaltd fur i-.iinp to .uy out. Sold ONLY by tu«
HA!!3!3 Rr.r.TI^Y CO.Rf’G.CHCMlSTS.
Market and Itth &U. 8T. LOUIS. MO.
F-*
{ )
Joslin & Breyman,
Watchmakers | Jewelers,
DEALERS IN
Silver Ware, Watches, Clocks,
Jewelry & Fancy Goods.
RESTAURANT,
Boney Carpenter, Prop’r.
Ttale le at present the must popular
OITSTEH,
HOUSE
IN THE CITY OF GRaND RAPIDS,
Nos. 1 2 M 14 Canal Street,
- Opposite Sweet’s Hotel.
You will find all GAME in their season,
and every effort will be made to make
you leel at home, and to minis-
ter to your wants with
kindness and alacrity.
FINE LIQUORS" and CIGARS
ALWAYS ON HAND.
Regular Meals only 25 ots.
Mr. Cnrpcnter also has a Sample Room
at No. 11 Ionia Street, ol which Mr. Wm.
R. Getz is manager.
_ at-tf
FIRST WARD
DRUG STORE,
Three doors East of Kruisenga’s Store.
Dr.E.A.Schouten,
FiROFiRIHTOH,.
This new store will keep a full supply of the host
and thirst
Mem Mmerit!, Toilii irticlt, Cigart,
Writing Material, Snuff,
And the finest assortment of
Wines & Liquors,
(for Medicinal use only,)
And almost ovcrjthlDg else belonging In a well
stocked drug store.
The above firm are the msnnfactnrera of DK.
8CHOUTEN’8
ANTi-SILMS AND EKPECTORAM PILLS
Compound Syrup of Rhubarb.
Prescriptions Gainfully compound at all hours,
day or nlubL _ M-ly
A Large and Fine
IsTBW STOCK:
— OF --
BOOTS & SHOES
— Just received at --
E. HEROLD,
Eighth Street, City of Holland.
A Complete assortment of Children’s snd Infants
shoes for fall and winter, and a full Una of
Ladles’ and Uentleman’a wear.
-:o:-
All Kinds of Spectacles.
FttUUtteeTfioXdPeue
Repairing Neatly and Promptly Executed.
Hoiuom, March S4, 1878. 6-1 j.
CALL AND SEE US.
Holland, lllch., Hept. 1, 1877.
B.UKROLD.
JUST RECEIVED
AT THI
Millinery Store
E. F. METZ & SISTER,
A LAnOR*AXD
COMPLETE FALL 810CK
HATS, BONNETS,
FEATHERS,
RU88IA8,
TIES,
HOSIERY,
AMD ALL KINDS Of
GLOVES,
FANCY GOODS.
Warner'i Health Preserving Coneti.
Halr DressIng done, and Switches made to order.
Call In and see onr selections. We shall deem It a
pleasure to show onr goods.8l-8mo. E. F. METZ A 8I8TBR.
FHCEXTIX
Planing Mill
In rebuilding onr new shop we have purchased
entirely new
Machinery of the most Approved Patterns,
And we are confident we coo satisfy all who
want
Planing, Matching,
Oft
Re-Sawing Done#
WE HAVE A STEAM
:o:R,-sr k: i lust
AND THft
DRYING OF LUMBER WE SHALL
MANE A SPECIALTY.
DOORS, SASH AND BLINDS,
abort
WERKMAN A VAN ARK.
Or anything In onr line manufactured
notice.
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THE TALE OF A TURKEY.
A Tough Story.
k turkey for my Chriatmu feut I started out to
buy—
The beet oue in the market to obtain I meant to
try;
Thought I, it shall not be my fault if 'in the town
there be
A better turkey than the one that ahall be brought
to me.
I at a corner stopped as up the street I took my
way.
Where on a stand there, improTlsed, a single
turkey lay.
My look of inquiry at once the watchful dealer
caught.
And, coming forth, a customer to make of me he
sought.
“ Come, lot me sell you that," said he, with smiles
upon bis face:
* A better ene I know you cannot And in all thepltee; j
Of all the stock of turkeys that I brought to town
with me.
I purchasers have found for all except the one you
see.
And, if I can dispose of it, this one the fiftieth
makes—
They took so with the people that they went off
like hot cakes;
And it is not three hours quite since my sales be-
gan.
Would yon believe it, sir? I sold four turkeys to
oue man.
“Now, as I really do not care that slnirle one to
keep.
And, wishing soon to start for home, I'll oell t to
you. cheap."
Quite taken with the man’s address, I credulously
heard
All that he said to me almut that solitary bird.
The turkey was a large one, and in truth looked
plump enough;
Moreover, how was 1 to know that all he said was
stuff T
So, laying down the needful stamps, I brought my
fowl away—
Truly a foul iransaction was the one that mai ked
that day.
How little thought I, as toward my domicile I
strolled.
That not alone the turkey but its purchaser w.\s
sold,
And that the smiling man, whose face seemed
stamped with honesty,
Was an outrageous swindler, and had made a goose
of me!
But to resume my narrative: I took the turkey
home,
And to my Christmas-dinner I invited friends to
come;
Requested of my kitchen-maids to have it nicely
done.
And to prepare it so that it should be excelled ky
none.
On Christmas day my friends and I assembled at
my board.
Which teemed with all the luxuries the market
' could afford;
The dishes, filled with delicacies, made a grand
array—
To erswn the pleasing picture, in the midst the
turkey lay.
It would have done you good conld it have been
your lot to see 9
The pleasurable visages of that gay company;
Each smacked his lips, while expectation beamed
in every face—
A pious friend then present even said for us a
grace.
To say a grace o’er such a fowl was a disgrace and
shame;
True, it was innocently done— our friend was not
to blame.
Could he have known it was a fraud, as afterward
he knew,
He would not have allowed himself so mean a thing
to do.
Hell, then, “the brother," in good faith, complied
with my request—
Over that bird he nuid a grace with fervor and with
xest;
And it was rendered gracefully, and nicely worded,
* too.
And, much impressed, we all “gave ear" until he
had got through.
Now, all things being ready, with my gleaming
knife in hand,
To carve the turkey, at the table’s head I took my
stand;
That it was somewhat hard to cut misgivings might
have caused,
But, thinking that the knife was dull, I helped my
guests and paused.
Then to the eating of his share did each himself
address.
But in a trice the whole of them showed signs of
dire distress;
They could not with that meat b tween them bring
their jaws together,
For oh! tl.at bird was not a whit more tender than
whit-leather.
Oh! what a wretched sight was that to sec (hem
crunch awaj-,
While each one at his neighbor glared with looks
of wild dismay 1
They found that fowl for toughness by nothing
tough excelled.
And, as they could not chew it, to eschew it were com
polled.
The faces of the company reflected their chagrin.
And I— ah! who shall paint the tribulation 1 was
in?—
I stood is though to marble turned, not knowing
what to do, j ...
Wishiug the flour would open wide and let me
tumble through.
There was no helping it. and I had but one course
to take—
An awkward explanation I was there compelled to
make;
And then, to make the best of an extremely bad
affair.
I took my friends tp a saloon and ordered turkey
there.
•
A sumptuous Christmas feast was soon upon that
table seen;
All bands enjoyed It— champagne flowed— all was
again serene:
And each oue made a vow that, should he e’er that
dealer see.
jHe’d put a head upon the man that got ahead of me.
CilKISTMAS AT MID PLAT.
.BY LEANDER P. RICHARDSON.
Bbe bad been in camp four days.
Where she came from, why ahe came,
or who she was, no one conld tell. But
ehe was in camp, and had come to stfty,
there was no doubt. She was qniet,
modest and simply olad—three quali-
ties which commended her to the resi-
dents of Mnd Flat as a change from the
ordinary run of females who from time
to time invaded the precincts of that
classic settlement.
Nor were these the only points which
had been noted by the boye. As Andy
McCbrkle had gallantly handed her
from the lower step of his mud-bespat-
tered coach to the pjrtioo of the hotel
everybody saw that she clung almost
convulsively to the little child whose
arms were twined about her neck. They
observed, also, that her features were
pale and bloodless to an extent that
was almost pitiful. By that delicate
intuition which sometimes exists under
the roughest exteriors, the sturdy
miners of Mnd Flat understood that
the strange lady was suffering from
mental as well as physical illness.
Their sympathy was aroused in her
behalf from that instant, and every man
in the place immediately constituted
himself her champion and friend.
A day later, when she had rented a*
cabin near the outskirts of town, with-
out disclosing to anyone her intentions
for the future or the story of the past,
their interest was increased, and they
began to show their friendship in sub-
stantial ways. A great heap of fire-
wood was mysteriously deposited
within easy reach the first night. Bags
of flour, quantities of coffee and sugar,
a whole ham, and a quarter of fresh
venison likewise made their appearance
from some unexplained source the third
morning.
Little was seen of the recipient of
these treasures, however. She had only
been on the street once, and then only
to purchase a few necessary articles.
Upon that occasion she met the rever-
ential gaze of a score of loungers, and
turned her head away, pretending not
to see, when the jovial Bill Carter
smuggled a huge package* of candy into
the child’s capacious pocket. But
aside from that she had remained hid-
den from view, and the miners knew as
little about her on the fourth day as
they had on the first.
The 23d of December was unusually
cold, even for that locality. As the
frozen moon came up over a distant
crag, cutting with chilly hands the
duskv gloom, one might have fancied
that he had suddenly been transplanted
into the Arctic region. The ground
was covered with a thin layer of snow,
which glistened like burnished silver in
the pale light. Here and there along
the sides of the gulch giant pines,
standing like ghostly sentinels, threw
pectral shadows across the white ex-
panse. The roar of Potato creek,
wrapped in the icy arms of winter, was
subdued to a tiny, muffled trickling.
And the wind, gently sighing through
the passes, played iEolian melodies
among the needles of pine and tassels
of hemlock.
In the main apartment of the Mag-
nolia saloon, a party of the boys were
sitting around a table, upon which
steamed a large bowl, emitting a fra-
grant and aromatic odor.
M Whoever she mought be,” observed
a tall and rather angular personage
known to his eompanions as Long Tom
Rollins— “whoever she mought be, she’s
alone, barrin’ thet kid, and unprotected
besides. She’s sickly, too, and orter
hev a doctor. This ain’t no sort of a
place for a— a inverlid,” he concluded,
hesitatingly, removing his heavy boot
from the table, and helping himself to
a liberal allowance .of the punch. Then,
after a pause, he continued, “I wonder
what ails the critter, anyhow?”
“A man’s at the bottom of it, gentle-
men, you hear me,” observed Judge
Gashwilder from the other side of the
table, nodding conviction at each of his
hearers in tarn. “Take my word for it,
there’s a man in it, as ther allers is in
any deviltry aa robs some poor woman’s
cheek of its bloom and her eye of its
light.”
The Judge was eloquent at all times.
But when his round pate glistened
from the effects of good punch and his
theme was women, he was thought by
the men of Mnd Fiat to have few
equals. Therefore the little party
seated around the table were consider-
ably startled when, just as their favor-
ite orator had thrust his right hand
into his breifet as a preparatory gesture
leading to a more extended tribute to
the sex, Long Tom Rollins leaned for-
ward and exclaimed :
“See here, old man. How do you
know all this?”
For a moment everybody was aghast.
Whether they were astonished at the
suddenness of the interruption, or at
the half-savage tone of the speaker, or
whether it occurred to them that the
Judge might possibly have so far over-
stepped the byuuds of prudence as to
bave attempted “pumping” the interest-
ing stranger, may never be known. But it
is certain they were astounded into si-
lence. Even Judge Gashwilder was
observed to lose his usual presence of
mind. For an instant his naturally se-
rene countenance wore an expression
which in another would have been mis-
taken for guilt. If the confidence
which the others had always placed in
him was a trifle shaken at that instant,
it was quickly restored when, after a
moment’s hesitation, the old gentleman
explained his peculiar position.
“ You see, gentlemen,” he said, grad-
ually resuming the attitude from which
he had been surprised by the abrupt
speech above quoted, “I was prowlin’
round her cabin last night, when all of
a sudding I heered voices inside. The
door was open a leetle bit, and by
stan din’ where I was 1 couldn’t miss a
syllerbul. I will here explain,” he con-
tinued, thrusting . his red bandana
handkerchief into his breast, as was his
wont when speaking publicly, “ that I
was there for the purpose of tindin’ ont,
if possible, whether the gal was in need
of anything that I could help her to.”
“ Which accounts,” observed a by-«
stander, “ for that chicking which was
hnng up alongside the door when I
came by this moroin*. ”
“I heerd her talkin’ jrith the kid,”
continued Judge Gashwilder, not notic-
ing the interruption, “ and I couldn’t
help lissennen. As near as I could
make out, the talk was like this:
“ ‘ When shall we see papa?’
“ 1 Heaven knows, my baby. We have
sought him long, and when God is
ready He will restore him to us.’
“ * Is Crismas cornin’ soon, mamma?’
“‘Yes, baby, darling. But there
won’t be no presents for my little one
this time. We are away from home,
and poor. But when we find papa we
will go where there are lots of pretty
things, and then baby shall have
plenty.’”
Here the Judge leaned forward and
whispered in a mysterious voice, telling
his companions that he bad heard the
mother repeat to her child the sad story
of how her father had gone West four
years ago to seek his fortune; how for
two years his letters, containing money
for her support, had come like rays of
sunshine through the olonds; how they
had suddenly stopped, and no answers
were received to her agonized appeals ;
how for two more years she hau sup-
posed him dead; how, at last, the Post-
master in the little village where she
lived had, upon his dying-bed, con-
fessed to having stolen the letters from
her husband, so as to get the money
they contained, and suppressed her
missives to him, for fear of discovery ;
and how she had started ont with her
little one to find the lost husband, who
had been last heard from in Mud Flat.
All this the Judge told to the few
friends he could trust, speaking in a
whisper, lest the precious secret should
be passed to others in the room.
“And now,” he added, resuming his
rhetorical attitude and voice, “I axes
you, as gentlemen and representatives
of Mnd Flat chivalry, shall this gal and
her kid, being too poor to have a Christ-
mas of their own— shall they go with-
out it, or not? Remember, gentlemen,
that kid is the first one as ever came in-
to this place, and p’raps she’s our luck.
Let us nurtur her, my friends, and let
us show her mother thet we ain’t so lost
to virtoo an’ principle as not to appre-
ciate it when we hev a good woman and
a innercent kid among us. Let us give
’em a Christmas. I will now perceed
to head the subscription.”
So saying, the gallant old man moved
the punch bowl to one side, and emp-
tied the contents of bis breeches pocket
upon the table. Others followed suit,
and when the last man had placed his
contribution there the pile contained a
goodly sum.
“Now, gentlemen, some one of us has
got to take that money, ride to Denver,
and spend it for ’em. Who shall it be ?”
“ Let me be your agent,” responded
a deep bass voice.
Turning, they saw a tall stranger
standing near by, who had just entered
in time to hear the Judge’s call for con-
tributions. One or two in the room
recognized him as a miner who had
come in from the diggings that after-
noon, having found it too cold to work
longer in the mountains.
They were inclined to resent the in-
terference of an outsider, and probably
would not have heeded his request had
ho not spoken a second time. Drawing
near the table, he said :
“Gentlemen, I was once a married
man myself, but my wife, God bless
her, is dead. For the love I bear her
memory, for the affection I have toward
the remembrance of my little one buried
with her, I ask you to let mo aid in this
matter.”
The sadness in his voice and face was
so sincere, and the utility of sending a
man who had “been thar, and knowed
what wimmen folks would like,” pre-
sented itself so favorably to the miners
that with but little hesitation they al-
lowed him to do as he wished.
In an hour he was gone, and the set-
tlement was lost in speculation as to
what he would bring back for the strange
lady and her child.
The morning of Dec. 25 dawned
crisp and cojd. The fresh, biting air of
the mountains raced among the trees
right merrily, whisking the snow into
little wreaths, and frolicking among the
branches with real holidpy gayety. It
was nearly noon when the stranger rode
into camp, loaded with bundles. At
the Magnolia he met an eager crowd of
miners, who, headed by Judge Gash-
wilder, were soon on the road to the
strange lady’s cabin. Arrived there,
they felt a sudden hesitation about en-
tering. It was like intruding upon some
sacred ground, and they were almost
tempted to deposit their bundles upon
the threshold and fly.
“ You take the stuff,” said the Judge
to the stranger, “and go in fust.
You’ve bin familiar with wimmen, anil
know how to handle ’em. We’ll wait
outside.”
But the stranger felt the same hesita-
tion. Perhaps his long absence from
feminine society made him bashful.
Perhaps a thought of the memory he
revered caused him to hold back.
Finally the Judge consented to take
the lead, and, doffing his hat, knocked
softly. The door was opened by the
child, who bade him enter. Beside the
fire sat the mother, who rose to meet
them. All passed in but the stranger,
who stood outside.
“Mann,” said the Judge, who some-
how had lost his usual ease of speech
and gesture, “ wo— that is, the citizens
of Mud Flat — has come to wish you a
merry Ghristmas, and to offer yon these
few tokings of our respeck an’ esteem.”
Having thus delivered himself, the
old gentleman deposited the bundles
on the table, and stood beaming se-
renely on all his companions. The
strange lady, completely overcome
by this unexpected kindness, could not
find words to reply for a moment.
Then, in a broken voice, she jaid :
“This is a glad moment of my sor-
rowful life. You are good, kind men,
and I know God will repay 3 our gener-
osity to the widow and fatherless. I—”
She stopped suddenly, and stood,
with blanched cheeks and distended
eyes, staring toward the door. The
miners turned and beheld the stranger,
who, with a great stride forward, and a
cry expressing the wildest joy, caught
the woman in his arms.
They stood thus, heart pressed to
heart, and lips to lips, for an instant.
Then the stifenger turned his eyes de-
voutly toward the ceiling.
“Thank God,” he munnorefl, gently.
“the wife I had supposed dead is re-
stored to me.”
The miners stole softly away, and
left the stranger standing thus, with
his arms tenderly $wined about the
woman of his love, and the little child
dinging fondly to his knees.
The air was balmy outside; the snn
shone with ineffable sweetness upon the
scene; ablnejay screamed his delight
from a neighboring tree, and the wind
played a joyful tone among the rocks.
Christmas had come to Mnd Flat.
Victor Hugo on Pessimism.
In Scribner's Monthly, Mr. H. H.
Boyesen gives an account of “Two
Visits to Victor Hugo.” In the course
of conversation Hugo said that the the-
ater of events in the twentieth century
would be Africa, and added that all the
other races are inevitably approaching
the type of the white race, and will all
in the end be white! This, however,
was not the reader’s only surprine, as
will be seen from this extract :
“ We have among us, too,” I said,
“ an old and vise man who takes the
same hopeful view of the future as you
do; I mean Mr. Emerson. When pa-
triotic men become discouraged at the
flajpant abuse of our free institutions
which they have daily to witness— when
vulgar mediocrity and selfish ignorance
seem triumphant, and culture, talent 1
and purity are trodden in the dust-
then there is sore need of a strong and
cheerful voice to tell us that this is but
a passing crisis, from which we shall
emerge the stronger and better for onr
very knowledge of evil. This is the
gospel Mr. Emerson preaches at all criti-
cal times.”
“ Mr. Emerson,” said Victor Hugo,
giving the name a decidedly French
cut. “Who is he? I never heard of
him.”
I gave a brief sketch of Mr. Emer-
son’s life, and dwelt especially upon
the profundity of his thought and his
large ideal vision.
“I am glad,” resumed our host when
I had finished, “that you have 6uchk
men in America. They are needed
everywhere; but they are rare. The
wise man is never a pessimist. A pessi-
mist is a narrow-hearted, narrow-
brained man, with a contracted mental
horizon, who allows himself to get
frightened at the first severe squall, and
imagines the ship of state will founder.
I challenge any of these shallow gentle-
men, who are always seeing a catastro-
phe ahead and prophesying disaster
aud ruin— I challenge them to tell mo
whether they can point to a single
historic period which has not, in its
totality, been a great advance upon its
predecessors. I am sure they cannot.
It is a mighty impulse which drives the
world onward, and, in spite of traitors
and bribe-takers and conquering and
crowned criminals, it will move onward
and ever onward toward higher and
better states. I see in the twentieth
century the sure and inevitable aboli-
tion of the great evils which now perplex
us; new problems, growing out of a
still more complex civilization, will
then arise, and new ages will solve
them.”
He here turned with a friendly nod
toward me, put his hand on my knee,
and said :
“Keep that in mind, sir. Do not for-
get it.”
“You evidently take me to be a pessi-
mist,” I remarked, smiling.
“You betrayed your sympathy with
the pessimists,” he replied, gravely,
“aud they are not deserving of sym-
pathy. They are pitiable objects, these
whimpering cynics, who imagine that
the universe is out of joint because they
have an impaired digestion. Nor have
I any patience with those superior
critics who, for fear of soiling their
dainty hands, shirk their duties as men
and citizens.”
Look Into Your Cellars.
Those who live in nice houses and
have luxuriously-furnished parlors and
bedrooms in some instances never look
into the cellars beneath them. These
underground places are often the
sources of disoase. Materials are care-
lessly thrown into the cellars by
thoughtless servants and are left to de-
compose. Withont ventilation, moist-
ure may exist in the cellar to an extent
to injure tjie healthfulness of the whole
house. In farmers’ houses the cellar is
often the storehouse for all kinds of
vegetables, and when any of these are
in a decaying condition they affect the
atmosphere. Neglected cisterns be-
neath the basement floor may spread
malaria. In some instances portable
furnaces are placed in the cellar and all
the warm air which is distributed
through the house is really cellar air.
But when this is not the case the
ordinary furnace may produce in its
air-chamber a sufficient draught to take
in the poisonous gases , of the cellar.
When there are no furnaces to take up
ahd distribute through a building the
injurious gases of the cellar they may,
nevertheless, be distributed not only
through open windows, cracks and
crevices, but sometimes, by their pene-
trating power, through the porosity of
floors and walls. In view of these facts
the cellar, as well as other portions of
the honse, should be investigated by
intelligent heads now and then.— 2>r.
Foote's Monthly.
French history in the past hundred
years exhibits three women who have
perhaps experienced more splendor and
more bitter grief and mortification than
any other three women in the world—
Marie Antoinette, Josephine, and
Eugenie. _
Strangers who meet Jay Gould, the
railroad monarch, always express sur-
prise at his apparent youthfulness.
A Wonder!
In most of the papers may be seen an an-
nouncement of a new rubber boot, made by
the Candeo Bobber Co., of New Haven, Ct
Tbit boot marks a new era in the manufacture
of rubber goods, and is called the “ 95 Per
Cent Sterling,” to denote its high quality, and
is covered by no less than seven patents, ail
own o<j by the Candee Co. I One of the boots,
split to show its exact character, is on exhibi-
tion at the stores, and shows an article for
gennine service that is seemingly indestruct-
ible. The Company warrants these boots three
months, although there is abundant testimony
that the boots will stand six months’ hard
wear every day. The “ Candee ” is the largest
rubber goods company in the world, and its
warrant is equal to a bond. One of the patents
referred to covers a binding for tlie top of the
leg, in which are engraved spaces for every
day and month in the year, so that the store-
keeper can punch ont the date of sale, and so
fix beyond dispute the duration of the three
months’ warrant Altogether, it is the most
wonderful boot that has fret appeared.
Economy In FueL
Especial attention is invited to the advor-
tisoment of the Walker Heat Multiplier, in
this is ne. Any device which saves fuel is a
national blessing, particularly atjhis season.
What tortures are infl'etod by & dis-
ordered liver. Pains in the right side and un-
der the right shoulder blade, headache, nausea,
indigestion, costivoness, unpleasant taste in the
mouth and low spirits are among its indicia.
Besides, the saffron tinge it imparts to the skin is
the reverse of becoming. But Dr. Mott’s
Yegetablk Liver I^lh speedily dispel the
symptoms by remedying the 'disorder which
produces them. Sold by all Druggists.
For one oent purchase a postal card and send
vour address to Dr. Sanford, 1G2 Broadway,
New York, and receive pamphlets by return
mail, from which you can learn whether your
liver is out of order, and, if out of order or in
any way diseased, what is the best thing in the
world to take for it
For an irritated throat, cough or cold,
“ Jlrotcn'x bronchial Troche*” are offered with
the fullest confidence in their efficacy. They
maintain the good reputation they have justly
acquired. 25 eta. a box. %
More than 30,000 Cabinet or Parlor Organs
are now sold in the United States yearly. The
best are those made bv Mason A llamlin,
who have taken highest nouors at all world’s
expositions for twelve years, and arc the only
American makers who have taken such at any.
We confidently refer our readers to the
card of Dr. C. R. Sykes, in another column.
Dr. Sykes is an old resident of Chicago, a reg-
ular graduate, honest, honorable and responsi-
ble, and, as a physician, takes first rank in his
chosen-specialty of catarrh and its complicAtions.
Get Lyon’s Patent Heel Stiffener applied to
those new boots and they will never run over,
aud will last twice as long.
Youno men go west Learn telegraphy. Ad-
dress K Valentine, Manager, Janesville, Wis.
O. GiLBE”r’a Linen Starch Is the best mada
Chew Juckpou b Beat Bweet Navy Tobacco.
91, kza.no PROFITS IN ao DATA
•IO In lagitlmato Stock SpecalitioDi n Wall St par*
ImmenM profits. PamphleU explaining eTerjrtbliu- «*nt
(res. HKATH A UO, Broken. 1227 Bro dwey, 1C. Y.
Dnnrhtrrs, ‘Wives and Mothers.
DR. MARCHlSrS UTERINE CATIIOUCON wlU
.positively care Female Weaknes , aucb Failing ot the
Womb, Whites. Chronic Inflammation or Ulcer tion of
the Womb, Incidental Hemonhage or Flooding, Painful.
8ut>pp“*smi and Irrej^ilar Menstruation, Ac An old and
rolia-Me remedy. Send postal card 'or a pamphlet, with
treatment, cun* and eeitificaiea from phyniclans and
patienta, to HOWAKTH A BALI AUD, UllCA, N. V.
Sold by all Druggiate— 11 U per bottle.
“Died in Europe,”
“died in Denver,” and so on, is the news
received by friends at home daily, when
in most cases an early use of Hop Bit-
ters would have saved the occasion for
such ead^news. See other column. _
Don't Get tffe Chills.
If you arc subject to the ague you
must bo sure to keep your liver, bowels
and kidneys in good free condition.
When so, you will be safe from all at-
tacks. The remedy to use is Kidney-
Wort. It is the best prevention of all
malarial diseases that yon can take.
See large advertisement.
$777 o'vickkkV"^ 0°a"n~
Bit
_ _ _ __ _ Auguata, Malae.
8, K SrtMcia, 1H Waih'n St, Boeton, Mm
lV«n*hM riabtt Cnred In 19
toEOdaja. No pa? till Cared.
Dr. J. Htknienh, Lebanon. OhiaOPIUM
$10 to $1000
BAXTER te&teyffliV Y.
Catalogue rent Free.
AddreM
Barney & Berry’s
SKATES. BAUNKY& IlftKRYSraiNomLD, Mass.$1425 $100
' r° ret aSi ww,k 00 8lock
rfporr® ^ ight w!u sa. h.y.
GHAMFLIN’S LIQUID PEARL
plea, Mai U wbmb, Blotch-a, etc., lea ring
WO FT and FAIB, and adds great beauty to the com.
plexion. The pleaeanteet and mpet reliable article ,1a
uee for the toilet. Ite use cannot be detected on the
moet delicate skia. Sold by all dragiiata. Price M cento
a bottle, Iloware of imitations. _ . _
('ll A.III'LIN' A: CO., Proprietors, Buffalo, N. Y.
PI. A YU ! PLAYS! PLAYS! PLAYS!
For Reading Olabs, for Amateur Theatricals, Temper,
nee Plays, Drawing- Room Plays, Fairy Plays, Ethiopian
Theatrical Face Preparations, JarleFs Wai Work*,
Wigs, Beards and Moustaches at reduced pricee. Coe.
turnee, Scenery. Charades. New catalogues nut free
containing full dMcrlptlon and prio«*.
Bampkl FnK.vca A Son, 38 K. Hth Street, New York.
GANGERS
sessrsfircsssi jraM
MARK TWAIN'S NEW B00K!~
The Tramp Abroad.
GOOD TIMES FOG AGENTS AHEAD!
Prospectuses for Ibis universally looked for Book now
ready Speak quick and secure territory. "A sserd (e
wfe* f* wtScfsxf.V Apply to
>
i
IT
SHALL THE RAILROADS BE KING ?
The Recent Great ^tartlln|; Combinations
and the 1’ubllo Interest
[From the New Vork Herald.]
Transactions in railroad shares are
always topics of public interest, and, if
the interest may bo supposed to be in
any dgree proportionate to the extent
of the transaction, the attention given
in financial circles to the great sale of
New York Central shares just made by
Mr. Vanderbilt cannot be regarded as
in any degree exaggerated. In fact,
this event has not only compelled the
minute attention of the great financial
world in two hemispheres, bnt it has ex-
cited the wonder and piqued the curi-
osity of the public generally outside of
financial circles; and, if it has not espe-
cially stirred the imaginations of our
“statesmen” and politicians with its
glimpse at the porsible public effects of
operations properly within the field of
private concerns, this is merely because
politics is the only activity in which
Americans engage without any fair com-
prehension of all the limits and rela-
tions of that pursuit. Wall street and
Lombard street are two great pivots
upon which the money world of our age
turns, and the money world of this age
is certainly more vital than any other
part of it; ior the heroic, the scientific,
the literary, the political activities all
wait upon the men who are tilled with
the characteristic spirit of the current
civilization. And it cannot be a con-
cern withont the farthest reaching re-
lations that compels for many days the
exclusive attention of the two great
money centers here and in London.
Precisely how tne parties to this great
operation have sketched in their minds’
eyes the respective consequences of
such a sale and purchase — what specific
objects, secret or ostensible, either side
may have had in view — they have not
set forth to the public; and that is of
the less consequence, because in great
concerns, in concerns of the first mag-
nitude, whether in the sphere of finance
or in any other sphere, it fs always true
that the most important results are not
those that were counted upon by the
men who planned the event. It is com-
monly said on a small scale in the the-
ater that, as nobody ever knows what
is to be the fate of a new piece before it
is actually played, so nobody ever
knows what character is to bear away
the honors. Possibly it may be the
hero who shall shine forth in the splen-
dor of primacy as the play- wright in- j
tended ; but it is Just as likely to be his
lackey. And in this respect, as in so
many others, the stage is only the
world in miniature. Grand transac-
tions are planned for one purpose and
serve another. Some unobserved line
or phrase in a law proves when you get
into court to be its effective part. We
have had statutes passed to force infla-
tion, and they forced contraction. Cer-
tainly the framers of the national con-
stitution never intended that the Gov-
ernment of this country should bo in
the hands ef political corventions, or
they would at least have named such
bodies. People may trouble themselves
the less with Mr. Vanderbilt’s schemes
and those of his customers from the
consideration that everybody is, fully a?
muck os those persons are, in the confi-
dence of the forces that will actually
determine the consequences of this
sale.
Doubtless, however, this event may
be fairly regarded as one of the early
moves in a grant} combination with a
view to one more of those peculiar con-
flicts sufficiently known to the public as
railroad wars— great schemes of rivalry
which sacrifice the welfare of the people
to the largo projects and games of the
money lords in order to enforce rigor-
ously upon one or another set of lines
the pitiless principle of the survival of
the fittest From the standpoint of the
great railroad projects the Atlantic sea-
board is regarded as a mere dumping
place for the produce of the West on
one hand and for the produce of Europe
on the other, an^ the great endeavor of
combined corporations is to secure the
largest dump at their favored spot.
Shall this be Baltimore, shall it be Phil-
adelphia, shall it be New York city?
That is the ultimate inquiry of all their
schemes. With the combination of which
the Central becomes a part by this
transaction it is very likely that this
city will stand a fair chance to hold its
own against cities that have had some
advantages over us in previous conflicts
of this nature, and with that result, as
it bears favorably upon our prosperity,
we krtve no reason to find fault, unless
it be seenred at too great cost to tho
country generally.
And that is to be contemplated al-
ways as one of the principal conse-
qnences in these cases. No local ad
vantage is worth the cost that is to be
seenred through a fact which affects
detrimentally the country at large and
that proves injurious to such a great
machinery of prosperity as the railroad
system. And every railroad war is a
detriment to the country. The cheap
freights and cheap fares that are the
temporary symptoms are like the exag-
gerated activity, physical or mental,
of a man in delirium; they mea!n ulti-
mate exhaustion, the ruin of sharehold-
ers the forcing of roads into the hands
of wreckers, the demoralization and
corruption of Boards of Directors and
of the management generally, the per-
version of a great instrument of mod-
ern civilization from its legitimate pub-
lic uses to be a mere trap for securing
dishonest gain. Two or three days ago
Mr. S.L. M. .Barlow testified before the
railroad investigators of a casein which
certain individuals in a Board of Di-
rectors were paid $65,000 each to re-
sign their places, and that was in order
that men more facile — perhaps men of
a lower price— might be put there. If
Boards of Directors in railroad, cor-
porations and other parts of the ad-
ministrative machinery go down these
partioular “slippery ways of vice;” if
their places are sought and occupied
not for legitimate commercial and
financial reasons, but only as bits of
property to be sold out, then our com-
mercial world must tend to the same
sort of pitiful rottenness that is ob-
served in our political world in many
municipalities, notably in this city; and
any fact which tendk in that direction
is a public calamity; and railroad
wars or other events that lead to mak-
ing the shares of a corporation the
baubles of speculation do lead that
way. Certainly we do not say that the
sale of Central, whoever may be the real
buyer, must be evil; but it is clear
that a combination which has required
suoh a guaranted as the sale actually
made means that its purposes shall not
be stayed or limited at a critical mo-
ment by the scruples of the man who
inherited the Central as “ a great trust.”
There is one effect of this event upon
which wo may count as tolerably cer-
tain, and that is that it will force upon
the minds of thoughtful men through-
out the country some distinct consider-
ation of the fact that interests of such
moment to the public -welfare— inter-
ests that concern the convenience
and fortune of every individual — ought
not at any time or in any country to
be at the mercy or subject to the dicta-
tion and the caprice of so small a num-
ber of men as now control the great
moss of railroad interests in the United
States. In other countries the public
dominion makes itself felt in these con-
cerns; the general will, as declared
through the law, marks a fixed limit to
the vagaries of speculative trickery. ,
Here the general will of the nation ,
does not touch the subject, and the local 1
will, as heard in the State Legislatures, j
mostly declares itself like the Directors !
above referred to in order that it may
be bought out. Our people please
themselves with tho fancy that they are
free because they have the right to
meddle a little in politics now and
then. In conventions, in Legislatures
and in all similar places they chatter
and twaddle and scream like so many
crows and jays over the eternal princi-
ples of freedom as secured in the political
fabric, and, meanwhile, the great eco-
nomical facts of life— the facts which
are and always were the really shaping
and controlling forces in the political
destinies of a people — sweep rapidly
and certainly forward on lines that in-
dicate the will and movement of a des-
potic spirit. In that movement a great
collision with the popular will is iu
preparation.
Starvation in Germany.
The failure of the potato crop in
Europe will nowhere cause greater hard-
ship than in some parts of Germany.
Last spring the German newspapers
were full of startling descriptions of
people suffering for want of food iu the
forest region of Spessart. While the
Government was expending enormous
sums upon fortifications and soldiery,
ofticial investigations revealed the fact
that over three-fourths of all the in-
habitants of the Spessart district were
in pitiable destitution. A leading
journal of Germany said of this im-
poverished population: “They are
barely able to maintain a wretched ex-
istence from one potato crop to the
other, and a single failure of this crop
reduces them to the most abject want,
even in times when there is no such
genera] industrial depression as at
present exists.” A commission, direct-
ed by the Government to examine into
the correctness of the newspaper re-
ports, found in the habitations of this
impoverished population “no bread, no
potatoes, no salt. It was a population
on whose faces the shadow of starvation
lowered, and who brooded in speechless
distress, their courage gone, and already
too weak to work.” In one village it
was reported that wild hogs that had
been buried were dug up and eaten.
Greater than even this and more widely
diffused must the suffering be during
the coming year, unless means of relief
are promptly provided.
The Telephone Abroad.
The French telephone companies
have followed the footsteps of their
American cousins and have consolida-
ted. There the leading telephones are
the Bell, the Edison and the Gower.
The Telephone Exchange has just been
introduced into Paris, and it is now the
wonder of that city.
Koumj Up
The liver if it U dormint, and avoid a train
of evils which mast otherwise ensue. Among
anti-bilioas medicines none rank so high as
Hostetter’s Stomach Bitters. It speedily ban-
ishes those pains in the region of the affected
organ, the yellowness of the skin, nausea,
vertigo and sick headache, which attend a
bilions attack. A bilions subject, after a brief
oonrse of this capital liver stimulant and
invigorant, finds that bis. tongue is no longer
furred in the morning, his breath is grown
sweeter, a hundred inexplicable sensations no
longer make his life miserable, his bowels have
acquired the steadiness of a well-regulated
piece of mechanism, and he can eat with a
hearty appetite and good digestion. It is be-
cause the Bitters assist nature in her efforts to
bring back the disordered liver and bowels to
their normal condition, that it accomplishes
such remarkable cures.
A very beautiful lady who was hur-
rying through ihe streets of Baltimore
turned and in pathetic accents asked a
gentleman talking beside her to knock
a pickpocket down who was following
her. Tho gentleman obligingly com-
plied. As soon as she saw the fight
fairly begun she chuckled gayly and
skipped away. The man knocked down
was her hnshand.
Wanted.
Bhennan A Co., Marshall, Mich., want an
agent in this county st once, at a salary of IluO
per month and expenses paid. For full partic-
ulars address ss above.
IT DEW 11 LIFE.
A Happy Escape from a Painful
Dealh, with All Its Attend
ant Sufferings. ,
How Vigor, Energy and Hope Were
Restored After Disease had Par-
tially Consumed the System.
Testimony Bearing Upon the Nature
of the Trouble and Plan
of Relief.
Welcome News to All Sufferers from
Catarrh, Deafness, Throat Troubles,
Bronchitis and Consumption.
Readi Remember, Rite, Resolve,
and Recover.
Dr. C. R. Sykes, of Chicsgo, was for 2-1 years a suf-
ferer from Cttnrrh. So bid did the disease finally
become that physicians refused to prescribe for
him, and his case was considered hopeless, from
Co. sumption, into which it had developed. As a
last resort he attempted treatment with a remedy
and upon a basis wholly bis own and the result
was a complete cure. Realizing the remarkable
nature of hl» recovery, he has given the remedy to
the public for nine years past, and Ihe number of
remarkable cures effected is (Imply wonderful.
From the iutiulto number we cun oaly mention a
few, among them the following:
Miss An me (Jreen, of 88 Larraboe-st, Chicago,
came to Dr. Sykes for treatment after having vainly
tried Coloiado and numerous physicians. Her pal-
ate was entirely gone, and a hole as latVb as the end
of the thumb was eaten through the veil above. A
hole was also eaten clear through t e nose. In ad-
dition to tills, her lungs were weak and sore; she
had a bad cough, and no appetite. By six weeks'
treatment the holes in the palate and nose were
completely healed, the breath was sweet, there was
no cough or soreness of the lungs, and she had
gained 2*1 pounds in flesh.
Mrs. Nancy Mitchell, of Juniata, Neb., has just
made the following statement:
I came to Chicago from JunUta, Adams Co., Neb., and
put myself under Dr. Sykes' treatment for a Cancerous
Catarrh, which hail eaten a hole through the roof of my
mouth as large as a 25-cent piece, and had then eaten
through into my nose, and actually destroyed more than
one-half of my nose, removing two large bones. It had
also eaten clear to tho comer of one eye, and to the ridge
atiove my nose, butleft the lower end ot tt sound. Both
my nostrils were as raw ns they could lie ; and now, niter
only two weeks' treatment, my recovery has been so rapid
I am sure in a short time to be entirely cured.
The unusual nature of these cures would seem
impossible were they not substantiable by numer-
ous others. They are not only wonderful, they are
also permanent: while the great feature of it all Is
that the medicine can be used at home, and is avail-
able to all.
The remedy is known as “Dr. Sykes' Sure Cure for
Catarrh. * which, with his insufflator, all complete,
Is sold for tho low price of $1,5(1 by the Doctor, at
his laboratory, lliil East Madison-st., Chicago, 111.,
and by all Druggists. Office consultation free. Book
of full infonuation by mail for 10c., well worth $1.
Don't suffer any longer when you cau be so read-
ily cured.
la week. ®lll a day at home easily made. Costly
I_0utfit free. Address True A Co., Augusta. Me.
Delicate mothers wUlUnd .
^ “a
VOUNC
 month- Krerr greduaU guaranteed a paying situa-
tion. Address R. Valentina, Manager, Janesville, Wia.
MA80N&HAMLIN CABINET ORGANS
gju At Paris, IWT'VIXXKI. 1871; Sartiaqo, 1878;
Philadklphia. 1W6 ; Parii, 1W8 ; and Grakd Swkdibh
Gold Mrdal, 1878. Only American Organs ever award-
ed highest bonore at any such. Bold for cash or install-
mente. Illustrated Oataloouks and Circulars, with
Bird;:? feyygs
On 30 Days’ Trial.
We will aend our Electro-Voltaic Belts and other
Appllanoee upon trial for 80 days to those
ifllicted With Acttous Debility and dlie<utj qf a per.
V*al nature. Also of the Liver, Kidneys, Rheumatism,
Psrtlrele, Ac. A lure cure guaranteed or no pay.
Addrese YolUle Baft Co., Marshall, Mick.
PETROLEUM
Grand Medal
at Phiiadelp'la
Exposition.
JELLY.
Silver Medal
st Paris
Exposition.VASELINE
This wonderful substance is acknowledged by physi-
cians throughout tue world to be the best remedy dis-
covered foi the cure of Wounds, Burn*, Rheumo-
tlem, Kkln BUtiises. Piles, < ntitrrh, Cbll-
blulus, <vv. In order that everyone may try It, it is
put uit in 15 and 28 cent bottles tor household use.
Obtain it from your druggist, and you will find it superior
to anything you have ever used.
WARNER BRO'S CORSETS
m-vWctA lira lilclmt M'<UI nl Hi* ircsnt
PAKIt* EXPOSITION.
FLEXIBLE0 HlPcORSlfr
(AM lioutsi Is WASsanriO not lobrvsk
down n**rth« hire. Price M.tV Thvtr
Its son and flexible and contains as
bones. Price by mall, It.tS.
For m le by all leadle g merchants.
JIABNEB BROS.. 351 Broadway, N. I.
he m mi co.
Firat Established! Most Successful!
THEIR INSTRUMENTS have a standard
value iu all the
LEADING MARKETS
OF THE WORLD!
IN ^TONB*10™ reCOgn,Zcd M ^
OVER 80,000
Made and in nae. New Designs conetantly.
Best work and lowest prices.
Send for a Catalogue.
talSllopp,Wato2ilBosloii)lIiss,
$APONIFIER
U the Old Reliable Concentrated Lye
FOR FAMILY S0AP-MAKIN6.
it is ruu. whig nr and btrxvotb.
The market Is flooded with (ecHaned) Concentrated
U *dalt4>r*l*d wlth uttud rosin, and mm'i
8A VJB MO SET, AND BUT nU
SaponifieR
MADE BY THE
Pennsylvania Salt Mahuf g Co.,
PUXLADELPBLA.
break. 1. MATHIS, Drawer fitt, Chiu
45c (15 stamps).
tt.00. Cannot
icago. Save this.
BAOEEA CO.'S
CELEBRATED
BAND INSTRUMENTS
lUeed and recommended by
Ml the leading Artists,
Teachers and Band Leaders.
... . - s— f and 5.000 l»AM»S of
this country. Catalogues give description and prices of
every kind a! (Jerntnn-Milver nnd llrane llrtud
Instruments, end other Musical Merchandise; Tree
on application. Special Inducement* to Hand Teacher*
,8,i
Pond’s Extract, for all Pain, eta While other prep,
aratione have secured a temporary popularity, the
Extract has kept the even tenor of Its way.
Pond'a Extract, the marvelous vegetable Pain De-
stroyer. has a career of thirty yean as a standard
medium. It has mad# a great reputation. Try ill
Pond’a Extract. Why suffer from the acute pains of
Heedacbe. Earache, Toothache and Neuralgia, when
Pond's Extract will afford you immediate relief f
Pond’a Extract, for Rheumatism, Neuralgia, Inflam-
matory Pain, eta For years has had a medical stand-
Ing, and acknowledged in medical writings.
Pond’a Extract, for Inflammation, eto. We wish
those who hear of the Extract for the first time to ask
some friend about It They Invariably praisa
Pond’a Extract. *• The Vegetable Pain Destroyer. M
There is no pain or ache it will not abate, no bruise
or bum it will not extract the agony from.
Pond’s Extract. In cares Uf Headache, whether
Bilious or Nervous, bathe tho bead for e few minutes
with the F.xtract, and the pain is gone. .
Pond’s Extract, for Patna, Acbea, Outs, eto. Its
power Is supreme over all disease that oothes within
lie range. It never fails. Try it once.
Pond’s Extract, for Neuralgia, Rheumatism, Boms,
and all inflammation. Ita wonderful curative influ-
ence is long maintained.
4n ffiOnperdarnt home. Samples worth ff5 free.
EOlOfrlgU Address STineow k Go, Portiand, Me.
TRCTn IS MIGHTY!
K.'Kuns.r.aS
•f TOT Man fcfee J
mi MOT. a, km MS fiwvw. m
expenses, or allow a large commission. L
and wonderful Inventions. We mean wAnl we toy. Ham-
pie free. Address BUBRMAN 4 CO., Marshall, Mich.
EAR DISEASES
Dr. 0. R. Shoemaeer (the well-known Aural Rargeon
>f Reading, Pa) gives all his time to the treatment of
Deafness and Diseases of the Ear at his office. His suo-
mss has given him t national reputation, especially on
Running Ear and Gatarrh. Call or send for his little
book on the Kar, its Diseases and their Treatment—
free to all. His large book (1150 uuges), price
W OO. Address Dr. C. K. NIIOEMAKEK,
ural rargeon, Beadlag, Fa, \ _
WGENERAL6BANT
by Bon. J. T. Headley, the great descriptive author.
A complete and brilliant history of his “Tour Around
the World'’-ep!endldly 111 uxtra ted -together with a full
and authentic history of his entire Military and CifU
Carter. IN~ a million people want this oook today.
1CCMTC Mf INTER Here Is the best chance of
AOEIViw IvAlVlCUs your Itfetomake money.
Beware oflmltatlona by unknown authors. Our
BEATTY
ORGAN BEATTY pl^wo
8 stops, Bivt Goldse Tonga* Herds, 8 ert'i
S knee iwtllt, wslesl es*e,w antt’d gyrars, ateol A beck §M
tMrPIanos.steel, rover A book, 8143 to8i)55. Before
roe hn v t>r sere to writ* ». Ille«trilf4ltrw»|»a|rar»r«t Mr 00
_ Adore,* DANIEL F. DSATTY, Uatkagtoe, Xew dvr**/.
GENTS WANTED FOR A TOUR
ROUND II WORLD1 BY GENERAL GRANT.
HIOJD OIUX.Tr _
This is the fastest-selling book ever published, and the
only complete and authentic History of Grant's Travels.
Bend for circulars containing a full description of the
work sndonr extra terms to Agents. Address
_ NATIONAL PUBLISHING C0.\ Chicago, lit
JTJJST OUT i
BELLS OF CORNEVULK
A hondaome and .complete edition of the “Bella of
OomevlUe," by PlamiuiiUe, is now ready ; and aa the
nmaic, the acting, scenery and costuming are quite
within the reach of amateurs, it is sure to bo extensively
given and enjoyed. Pretty, lively French village scene.,
cop'r^tlng with events in the haunted castle, make a
spirited combination. Words unobjectionable. Price
(1.50.
WHITE ROIlEft, the new Handsy School Bong
Book, by Aiiiikv siul Mi’.nukh, bids fair to bo one of the
most successful books of its class, aa it Is undeniably oce
of the sweetest and beat. It will pay to buy one, if only
to alng from at home. Price. St) cents.
VOICE OP WORSHIP,- (L o7 Kmeiibox.) ft)
per dozen. •
THE TEMPLE. (W. O.VKRKlNi.) fPperdoien.
NEW METHOD FOR NI.VUI.VG CL.LMHEM.
(A. N. JouwaoN.) |d per doxeu.
Tbaabove are our three newest Singing School Books.
The tint two have a full set of tunes tor Cholre.
See fnll lists of New Sheet Music every week In the
Muiieal Hecord. That is. the way to keep well Informed
of all new losuea Mailed for 6 cents.
Wait for these books (almost through the press):
TEMPERANCE JEWEL*. J. IL TIXWXT.
AMERICAN ANTHEM HOOK.
PAR LOR ORGAN INSTRUCTION BOOK
A. N. Johnson.
OLIVER DITSON & CO., Boston.
C.H.DItson&Co., J.E.DltsondfCoH
843 Broadway, N.Y, 9gg Chestnut St. Phlla.
$7 A DAY AT
million. Outfit free to good agents. Bend green stomp
for narticulan. N. L. STONE. Potsdam. N. Y. _
87 tci
QQQAAAYCAR. Dew ie Make It Mm Agent*
DOOUU0***- OOEAVONGB, St Irate. Ma
K BKAUTIFIJ L MCROLL *A W DKHIUNN.
O by mall. lUc and stamp ; worth 75o. Greatest bargain
ever offered. Atchison Pattkbk Co. Atchison.K.nMT
fe^ASTHMi
mall BtowrUACa
HABIT A SKIN DISEASES?
Thousands cured. Lowest Prir**. Do not
fall to write. Dr.F.K. Manh.tjuliicy .Mich .
YOUJCG MAN OB OLD,
If ftt om, • Wimn.at M U,Mm
KIDDEB8PA8TILLE8.m^
OPIUM;
I*. Mr m, .km. *.-1 b
^TO AGENTS
Sinrtrstednt2i«DC,CU,,,,lN^* ,,rinM' u<’<aU,ullJ,
Sold only bv subscription. Terms, Ac., address
O.W.UAItLBTQN A* CO .Publishers, N. Y. Oit|t
L**i or Medicines there ere not)'.
Bright's DUense. Kidney. BUd
der and Urinary Complaints.
HUNT’* REMEDY
IN THE
WHOLE
4 TONS
S-AVEIDI
Amxricax Cn-OruuTtvx M an ur acr p iuno Co.
OenlUmen .-In reply to the many Uuiifiriee cncemlng
the working of the ^ WaLKrx Hxat Mi LTWUxn," we
would say t Onrllrm are uaing a Heat Multiplier on a
cool stove made Iw the Chicago and KrteBtove Company,
known aa their *<10 vincible "No. 16 ki lh* winter of
18-b-VtJfe beetwl our store, Na « Bute street (110 feet
£ra, 94 feet wide, end 16 feet h ah), baaing only five
(6) Ions of hard cool ( lackawannaT ; the previous winter
we did not have a Heat Multiplier on the stove, but
buruMi efes (9) lon< hard aial (Lackawanna), although
the weather was not nearly so cold as last winter. The
eaviny of /our (4) (on* of ooal last winter over (lie pra-
Tious winter was directly sttribuUble to the ure of the
Heat MulUplieN-sll other conditions having bemi the
same. We have recommended and sold It to many ul our
customers, and all who have used it are wvtf plr utd and
nuke substantially the same report as ou^ selves ; some
have given orders to have them put on other stovee,
ranges and furnac<*s.
Cheertu'ly Indorse Hue facer (\f f>*t\ and teal,
and from our testa fee above) and from observation, and
from the reporte of others who have used It, we aiu to
the hardware and stove trade, and the general public,
tlite is a thing worthy your attention, being convinced
that Investigation wifi fully eustaln the clalme of its
owners that it will aavg rnoM OMR-rocRtn (W) to
ONK-HALF (H) THE FUKL otherwise required.
„ , Very tralyyours, KKAVKY A CO..
Dealers in Htoves, Ranges and Furuaoes, 49 State street,
Chicago. _
The Walker Rent Multiplier Is the Greatest
Eoonomlser of the Age.
Will Save Its Cost In One Month.
Can Be Attached to Any Stove Without Expense.
Price $5 Only.
tW~**nt to any address oa receipt of price
(Express c barges paid by ue).
WANTED {
Reliable parties Id every county In
the Weet and Northweat to intro-
duce and control the sale of this
G-reat X*ta.el JBctYroir.
Address
AMERICAN CO-OPKRATTVK MFG, CO.,
170 lafallt It, CMCACO.
EVERY AGENT FOR A BIBJ.E,
Religions, or Art W>»rk, will learn of something
that outshines and outsells them all, by sending his ad-
drees to WESTON HULBERT, PublbW, Chicago, IU.
GOLD WATCHES awayn
8500.000 worth of solid Gold and Silver Watches
Silverware. Pianos, Organs, Hewing Machines, Frenc h
Mnticai, Alarm Clocka. and Jewelry, besides an Immense
amount pf other valuable goods, just for doing us a little
favor, which every man. woman. boy or girl can eostly do.
No money required. All the elegant and. (-o«Uy articles
to bo given away are fully described and tlluatratea by
engravings, In a bonk entitled "Thr Golden I’rlxr,’’
which wn will rend gratia, and free of postage, to any one
In the United States and Canada. Address F. GLKXSON
k Co., 441 Bummer Street, Boston, Mats.
E X 0 D US
To the beet Unde, In the best climate, with the beet
markets, and on the boat terms, along the 8t PauL
Minneapolis A Manitoba R'y, (Ute 8L Paul A Pacific.)
3,000,000 ACRES
Mainly In the Famoue
RED RIYER Y ALLEY OF THE NORTH.
On long time, low prices and easy paymen a.
Pamphlet with fnll information mailed free, Apply to
D. A. McKINLAY.Land Com’r,
•t. F. M. «fe M. R’y, 84. Paul, Mira.
A large eight-page paper of 58 broad columns will be
eent postpaid to any address, one year, for
ONE DOLLAR
Address THE BUN, N. Y. City.
MOLLER'8 jK1' COD-LIVER All
MOLLER’s
cod LIVER 0,l
Scvbff off & log, j
Easy and Fait
1
Our latest improved sawing machine cuts
off a 2-foot log in 2 minutes, A $100
PRESENT will be given to two men who
can saw as much in the old way, as one man
can with this machine. Circulars sent free.
W. Giles, 741 W. Lake St., Chicago, IU
CAUTION.— We are stopping sll Infringemaate
upon our Patents, and have sued W. tt*. Hostwick and
Farmer*; Manufacturing Co. for mallnr machines like
ours. We have also rued W. H. Clark, ui hiar City.Ind.,
for uaing sad selling said machines.
kmc
iprlt
BsrV
luted on it _____
i, Phlla.
it by rail by
rate relief, cures cam*
standing in 1 week.
— a I days.
Mono fawrias
unlem pellam
• l/StenZ
s hot tie.
Rislf SUN
STOVE POLISH
curse P.iceMlre Intemperance DanblUt
bete^Palnln "the BaoMbte
Loin*, and all Dli
_ or
of the
WM. K. CLARK K. Providence, tt. L
TIT H EN^ WRITING TO
iTtkjS'ssy^1-
^lifjUTJER COLOR
lilMCW’ taiutt.
Peachss— ihe benefit of Cnltivating Peach
Orchards.
Mr. Enj;le holds these views anorng others
in re/rard to cultivating peach orchards:
It puts me out of patience to Dear any
one whose opinion has any weight depre-
cate or discourage in any way the most
thorough cultivation.
I have an orchard which for 18 years
has been plowed annually, to the depth of
five or six inches, some time In April or
May; then in about two weeks when the
weeds have sprung up, a heavy harrow
has been passed over both ways. After
this, when the weeds were stronger and
larger, a two-horse cultivator set to run
four or five Inches in depth, has been
passed over from three to five times. This
is each season’s cultivation, and I suppose,
according to many writers’ views, that my
trees ought to have been dead long ago;
and yet 1 believe there are more peaches
of the best quality grown on the same
number of trees than in any other orchard
in the state. Trees 18 years old have
made a growth of from one to three feet
the present season, 1878, while bearing a
heavy crop.
So far as my observation extends, those
orchards best cultivated pay the best.
Theoretically, mutilating and tearing the
roots while in a growing state, ought to
enfeeble, or kill outright, any tree whose
roots are so near the surface as are those
of the peach. May not the aerating and
pulverizing the soil more than compensate
for the loss of roots? At any rale the
trees thrive admirably under the severest
cultivation. What would be the use of a
smoothing harrow, as you suggest, among
red roots, pig weeds and rag weeds, after
they had attained any size? If the theory
is correct, why not apply it to the cultiva-
tion of corn? Every good farmer knows
that the more thorough the cultivation,
the better the chances a|e for a good crop;
and further, the cultivation must be done
at the season of the greatest growth, when
the ground is filled with the tender root-
THE READY FAMILY SOAP MAKER:
LEWIS’
LYE
' 08 PER CENT. PURE.
(Patented.)
FINELY POWDERED.
HIGHLY PERFUMED.
The Ntronjrcst end pnrent Lye made. Will
make U potman of tho best Pi-rfuined Hard Soap
in minutes without boiling.
Tho bot wutf r-Hoftcner mad&
Tho best disinfectant.
Tho following are some of the ndmntrurrs
obtained by using Lewia’ 66 Per Cent. Powdered
Lye:
Pint. It is packed In an iron can wl'h
ringthe trouble, annoyance, and
solid in the cans, must be
broken with a hammer to get
the Lye out
Second. It being s fine
l powder, you can remove the
Ud and iiour out all the con*
tents, being always ready for
1 Third. A teaspoonful or more can be
used, ss In water-softening, scrubbing,
eto.,and the lid returned to tho can, and
thereby save tho balance of contents.
With other Lyes nil must be dissolved
at once and uted in a short time, or the
s'* Fourth! Absolute gnrtljf. Free
from all adulterations.
Fifth. The best Hoap can be made in from ten
to twenty minutes with this Lye. , „ ,
Sixth. No failure is losslble in making Roap
with this Lye when the simple directions given
are followed. . „
Seventh. One ran of this Powdered Lve is
equal to twenty pounds of Sal Soda or Washing
Soda.
Klghth. One can of this Lye will saponify one
round mere of grease than any other Concentrated
Lve, Ball Potaah. or Saponlfler.
Ninth. This Lye is SS per cent stronger than
any other Lye or Potash.
Tenth. One to two tcaspoonfula will soften a
tub of the bardlet water.
Eleventh. One tea poonfnl will thoroughly
cleanse Sinks. Drains, or Closets,
invaluable for killing B'*ehe“. M*ce. Rats, etc.
Tho best article fur wa.-hiug Trees.
MAWTTTACTUnED ONT.T BT
G.T.Lewis&MenziesCo.
PHILADELPHIA.
Gray’s Specific Medicine.
TRADE MARK. The great Eng-TRADE MJ
llsh remedy, an
unfailing cure for
nominal Weak-
jffp ness, Spermator- '
rhea, Ini potency,
and all diseases
that follow, as a
sequence of Self-,
lets, and a square inch cannot be moved Before Taking^M^m^ Taking,
without mu’.ilatiug more or less of them. pain in the BttCk< Dimness of Vision. Premature
T'K> many people have .he idea that ;
when they have set out trees for an or- fc^Full paniculars in ohr pamphlet, which wc
chard their duty has ceased, and the trees sptT|fic Medicine is sold by all druggist* si $l per
ousbt to grow luxuriantly am! hear ahund-
anlly, and of the best quality, without
further care, except, perhaps, to seed
down, as some suggest, sow buckwheat »>r
some other small grain. I would as soon
think of sowing buckwheat among my
corn to ensure a better crop. Men say this
farmer or that farmer is lucky and has
good crops every year, when the simple
fact 1s, he is a thorough cultivator. It is
just the same with the orchardist— at least
it is true ’in this vicinity.— 7W j/»<J Tri :
bune.
THE GRAY MEDICINE CO.,
No. 10 Mechanics’ Block, Detroit, Mich.
rvr Sold in Holland and elsewhere by all whole
ale and retail druggist*.
8-1 v
MARK THESE FACTS
HOLLOWAY’S PILLS.
Never •despair-something that never falls—
Fever and Ague— To the sick It Is of little conse-: rr uinu*i i --iv
I qnence how they are eared, whether from u rational
1 view of the disease or by the rules defined for the
NEW FIEM!
New Stock! New Store!
Boot & Kramer.
We reapectfully Invite the attention of onr clti
rens to the stock of goods which we have opened
one door east of K. Van dor Veen’* hardware *iore,
and the price* for which wo offer them.
Teas, Coffees, sugars, Spices,
Laundry and Toilet,
Soaps, etc., etc.
Onr 40 cent Tea Is called A No. 1 for the price by
expert judges. Fine Candies. Tobaccos and
Cigars, Toys, Notions, Flower Pots, Hanging
Baskets in groat variety.
— o— < —
ALL CHEAP F0(R CASH.
Give ns a trial and you will be pleased with
goods and Prices.
No trouble to Show Goods,
• BOOT & KRAMER.
Holland, Mich., June 21, 1879.
READ! READ! READ!
The arrival of the Fall and Winter Stock of
Goods at
F. & A. Steketee
Consists of a complete assortment of
Fall and Winter Shawls
Also. A FI LL LINE OF SHIRTS.
A Splendid Assortment of Dress-Goods
lor Fall and Winter.
A large assortment of Woolen Blankets, Horse
Blankets. Gloves. Hosiery, and cords of
Bleached and Unbleached Cottons.
All Kinds cf Underwear for Men, Women,
and Children.
A large varletv of HOUPSKIRTS, and a Splendid
CORSET for cents.
A FULL LISE OF FANCY BASSE IS.
BOOTS AND SHOES,
RUBBER GOODS.
SLIPPERS, ETC
A full lino and fresh supply of CHOW-CHOW,
PICKLES— the choicest brands.
Our 40 cent TEA almyt nn hand.
JYr&ALT always on hand at the lowest prices.
Come and sec our selections of Dutch Woolen
Yarns, Table Oil-Cloihs, and Ginghams and Cali
coe* in endless variety.
P. «t A. STEKETEE.
iifisiiiGAL ti?!lE s LEUCOERBEA or WHITESTUB
mam w>stihf
Prof H»rrl*, alUr man; yraw of •only, •i«itd by them- 1
leal research and experiment, together with experience
gained in the treatmeutofa large number of cairt under
hii care, naa at lut rucceeded in compounding an INF AL*
LUUJ REMEDY for the eeourge *o common among
vtrv.a aj.* +. tBiil ; i n n cneu o me ies uci iicu u»i nm
wnai. ivob 0 , guidance, of the profession, so long as the cure is
- j certain and expeditions. To a suffering man the
The French Minister Of France has 1 qneetion on the relative merits of quinine or ca‘o-, , , ,, • , I. mells uninteresting. The faculty may wrangle tied
done u good deed- in causing: a placard to (]j#cnPH (heir various theories, but Dr. Holloway’s
he nnfited which it would be wise (or citi- treatment dispels doubt ere the disciple- of Escn-Ue postal wnilU it wouia oe wist lortm , lUH have filll.hai the first stage. Holloway’s
Zens of all countries U) have before their Pills are the only remedies which effect a speedy, , , ' and radical cure without danger of a relapse.
eyes. It tells farmers, sportsmen, boys
and others what creatures uut to kill, as
larger sizes.
HOLLOWAY CO., New York.
follows:
Hedge hog— Lives mostly on mice, small
rodents, slugs and grubs— animals hurtful
to agriculture. Don't kill the hedge-hog.
Toad— Farm assistant; he destroys
twenty lo thirty insects per hour. Don’t
kill the toad. j #
Mole— Is continually destroying grubs,. HOLLOWAYS OINTMENT
lame, palmer-worms and insects injurious j _
to agriculture. No trace of vegetation is
WOMEN
AMD
MAIDENS
CALLED
LEUCORRHEA,
Fluor Albus> Or W II ITF.S
Thlid!te«»f, »o I'rertleut Among fniule*, D but lii'.Te
Iinclcritood by pliy»irl»in. It* dram upon the lyitrm ie
•o exertsive and debilitating, tlmt our Ameriran women
are rapidly becomiug “race of invalidi.'' Incapable oi
produi-ing healthy offtprinx.or enjoy i«x llfe’i pica urei.
Prof llnrrii Vaginal I’aetille, a new departure In medicine,
tnc aigimiure oi a. i.aiu.^, or •**;;, a thoroughly common aMtee treatment. App’iedwiireclly
United States, aurroundi* each box of I I It)* ami j (0(|,e (tat of the dneaie, and iUepeciflc induenre exerted
Ointment. Boxes ttt SScenta.fi'Icenti* and ^ 1 each. ; at once, produrinenninmiHliatc loothing and rcetorative. »vi»« t, wki.* n„-
dinary puriiiite and p eaeiire* ot life, ('ireulare are lent in
perfectly plain envelope*, *ecurely *eiled from obacivatlon,
ami remedy put up in neat plain boxen oi three aize*, with
full direction* Imide. No. 1, (enough to l»*t a month.)
60 1 No 2, (enough to lut two nionth*l.|8tNo. 8,tt**t|ig
throe montlu, and ample for cure, excepting in chronic
cate* | |IO. With each box we »end a Female Pyriuge
! vpohtant Caution.— No-e arc genuine nnlc"*
the signature of J. Hat dock, as agent for the
A CURE FOR ALL!
ever found in its stomach. Don’t kill the
mole.
Birds— Each department loses several
millions annually through insects. Birds
are the only enemies able to contend
against them vigorously. They are the
great caterpillar killers arid agricultural
assistants. Children, don’t disturb their
nests.
Lady-bird— Never destroy, for they are
the best friends of farmers and horticul-
turists, and their presence upon aphis-
ridden plants is beneficial.-
Limhurger cheese is considered more
profitable to the maker than any other
cheese, because from a given quantity of
milk, more weight is obtained, and better
prices realized. Thousands of tons are
produced in New York and Wisconsin, at
less than half the cost of tfee imported
article. _
gUditional gond.
Mr. Geo. G. Steketee, ot Grand Rapids,
Mich., wants to inform his customers in
this part of the county, that he has just re-
ceived 247i£ doz. bottles (2,070) of Gen-
uine Harlem Oil from Mr. C. de Kouing
Tidy, oi Harlem, Netherlands, the only
manufacturer of the genuine Harlem Oil.
On every bottle sold bv him of this Gen-
uine Harlem Oil, you’ will find his card
printed on the outside cover in red ink;
which Is done to protect his customers and
himself against fraud. This Oil is for sale
at wholesale and retail. Address Mr. Geo.
G. 8te|etee, 89 Monroe st., Grand Rapids,
Mich. For Sale in this city at the drgu
store of J. O. Doesburg. 43— 2w
PoyxeMcd of till" REMEDY, every man may he .
hi* own doctor. It may he rubhod into the sj-aicm I
an a* to reach any internal complaint; by theac j
mean* it cure* Sore* or Ulcer* in the THROAT. I
STOMACH. LIVER. SPINE, or other part*. It
is an li fallible Remedy for BAD LEGS. BAD .
BRF.ASTS. Contracted or Stifl Joint*. GOUT, '
RHEUMATISM, and all Skin DDeaff*.
Important Caution — None arc genn'nc m lc«t*
the aignature of J. IlAYn-cK. a* agent for the
United State , nuriound* each box of Pill* and
Ointment. Boxe* -it 25 cent*, B- cent* an l ?1 each.
pyTherc I* considerable saving by taking the
larger size*. _ „ ,
HOLLOWAY & CO., New York.
Farming Lands for Sale
120 acre* In Olivo. Be*t land In tho town.
4» acres in Olivo. Very good laud and wellsituated. •
80 acres near Ventura Postofflce in Holland.
40 acres on Grand Haven road In Hollatd town,
ship, a large pari cleared. First rate fruit laud-
II. I). POST,
_ Holland. Mich.
Farms for Sale.
1B0 Acres, three miles north of the city, on the
Grand Ha.ven road, with dwelling and orchard.
180 acre*, of which ten are cleared, situated in
the township of Olive, near Cole’* mill. Good
house.
fit) acres of land in Section 21. of tho township
of Holland Also CO acres, mostly cleared, clay,
gravel and sr.ndy land, adjoining Dirk Paulas’, In
the township of Holland.
The above lands can be bought at reasonable
terms. Inquire of
M. D. HOWARD.
Holland. Sept. IB. 1R79. 82~tf.
ilrrd timri Hi coittoany lady in aancai* iiraitn,
- bring a thoroughly practical trcatiieonthladiiraM .
Prof, narrti* Vac'mal PaatHtea can b« obtained only from
HARRIS REMEDY CO.MF G CHEMISTS.
Market and 8th Sts. ST* LOUIS* MO.
FIRST WARD
Hardware Store
Cor. of Fish and Eighth Sts.
NEW GOODS.
B1anV-Books-a fnll assortment, chcanj A mong
them, the bust asHorimeut of EXERCISE aud
COMPOSITION Book* ever shown in town.
Scuapbookh— all kinds.'
We soil five quire* of Good Note Paper for 25
cent* I38-tf. H- IT. Post.
NORTH CAROLINA
uni Apj,
Western Office:
i5i mmn street,
CHICAGO, H.3L-
O
We only want good farmers, who have from $300
«.t $600. or those who have money to build saw-
mills, shingle mills, stave mills. furniture factories.
tanneries, waggon factories, etc . and for such per-
sons extraordinary inducements will be offered.
Call or write me a* above.
34— Hm C. W. McLKAN.
THE FINEST
RESTAURANT
IN THE STATE.
J. VAN DER VEEN, Prop’r.
A large assortment ofSTOVES
Of the heat quality, at various prices. A complete
stock of
HARDWARE, TINWARE, GLASS,
FEED-CUTTERS. CORN-SHELLERS,
And all kind* of Farming Implement*. Repair
ing of Tinware neatly done on short notice.
J. VAN DER VEEN.
Holland. Nov. 1. 1879. SfHJmo.
MORAN’S,
No. 35 Ionia St.
GRAND RAPIDS.
This Restaurant is known as the finest in the
State. i« brand new. and fitted np after the most
improved method* of ratering to the public.
tlPKegnlar Meals, 25 cents.
All kind* of Game and Fish, In season. Shell
Ovsters and Clams.
The finest Dining Parlors in the city, for public
or private use. t
CHOICE LIQUORS AND CIGARS.
Call and sec for yourself.
37-3mo. C. L. MORAN, Propr’.
^Consumption.
C atarrh,
A srhma, %
ffrortChiitS.
. Hradacho.
U on of Appetite.
Ajrrvousnrss!
Cos hoe* ’U,
f emalt Ctmpia
Dyspepsia ,
tmtur-tt of BUoa.
fcrejulcu
Boiln, filts, he.
Laige sample package sent free on receipt of 15
cents, to pay postage and mailing. Agents wanted.
Address J. p. Mountain, ogdensburg, N. Y.
MANLY
•Vigor
Home Treatment at Little Cost
beiuuinl Wei»kn»-!>», Pituplea, im-
pure Blood, Los* o( Energy . Par-
tial Inqioteiire, Distressing Night
Emission*, and ninny v.inl evils
resulting from £ar/y Error and
excesses, which, if neglected, end In premature d. -
c'.ine, treated with unparalleled sucres* on entirely new
principle*, effecting cures in at many day* A* required
weeks under old nauseating and dangerous remedies.
“Treatise on Debility” and list of question* sent in
plain sealed envelope on receipt of two 3c. stamp*. So
Fee Required until satisfhctnrv results are obtained-. Ad-
dress DU. CLEUCi, lit Larnrd Street East, Drln.lt, Xlrh.
MEAT MARKET
-IN THE*
FIRST WARD.
FAIL A WINTER STOCK
OK ALL KIND* OK
DRY GOODS
Ha* Jufd arrived at
G.VAN PUTTEN4S0NS,
Con*l*ting of
Bleached and unbleached
COTTONS,
All kinds of Underwear,
Woolen Yarns,
Horse Blankets, all kinds,
Flannels of nil Colors,
Hosiery, Notions, Calicoes
and Ginghams,
and a bebutipul variety of
Winter Dress Goods.
FRESH SUPPLY OF
The undersigned announce* to the Public tha;
they have finished their new Meat-Market. and are
now ready to supply^ heir customer* with all kinds
of Meat* and Sausage*. By promptness and fait
dealing they feel confident of giving satisfaction ti j ** **»**>
all those who wish to favor them with part oftheii : (jTf QCEKlEb
The stand i« one door west of G. J. Haverkate A
Son’s Hardware Store.
Holland. Jnlv 14. 1878.
W. BUTKAU.
J. VAN ZOEREN.
CROCKERY, Etc,
Conn* and see our New Goods.
G. Van Pntten & Sons.
A LECTURE
TO YOTJ KTO 3VEE1ST
JumI Published. In a Sealed Enreloix, price G cents.
ATTPU PVIPdVP a Lecture on the Nature. Treatment and
flUkftWAkiiM fcimillfi Radical cure of Seminal Weakness or Spcrma-
»- „ turrlm-a, induced by Sell Abuse. Involuntan Ems -
a.nlt* sions. Jmpotcncv. Ncrvon* Dehlllty.nnd in-petli-
ment* to Slarrlage generally; Consumption, E|»i-
CEE HERE! $5 in 509E5 fer !5 cts,
iJLLSsll.fartloaUasnintN-d. DO.NT Xlltf IhMkanrr.
10 valuable aioney nukint SecreUj 10 Mich I tc-
turet; I Mine Founlxo Pea: 2 Steel fenv: I Silver j.l.v!e'J
Holder; I Plain Holder; I Rubbertin rend; I J fine Eovel
ofiet; 12 iheet* fine Psper; I ft.M) Book i th«l funny Poem,
ai d l hme»e iecrel (or xlovun^ Snen, (bl* money icnin* »e
rret.) all sent for Fifty Cents. Stamp* uken. AiMrew.
I .ub. 1*76. 1 C.1IOS BOOK UK, Bunleatusa, Jer*ey.
Apply to
28-tf
To n year, or $3 to $20 a day
In your own locality. No risk.
Women do a» well a* men. Manv
make more than the amount stated
above. No one can fail lo make money last. A nd
one can do me work. You can make from 50 cl*,
to $2 nn hour by devoting your evenings ami spare
time to Ihe business. It Co* I* yon nothing to try
the business. Nothing like it for money making
ever offered before. Busines* pleasant and strict-
ly honorable. Reader, if you want lo know all
about the best paving hn-ine-,* before the public,
scud u* your address and wo w ill semi you Mill
particular* and private term* free- sample* worth
§5 also free; vou can then make rp your mind for
vonrself. Address GEORGE STINSON & CO.,
Portland, Maine. I9-Lv
Compact, Substantia],
omltul and easily managed.
Guaranteed to work well aud id Hi* : Mental ami Physical Incnpacm.
give full power claimed. The Kol,ERT j. CULYKRWELL. M. D .
Engine and holler complete. ^ ^ .. Green nuoU,- olc.
era "l amf ho x hig J1 'al lire low I The world-renowned author in ibis admirable
price of ^ ’ lecture, clearly prove, from his owiilexperlencfl
•j ii,, r-L. Power . 2 l2.fHi tliat the awful consequences of Sell-Abuse may be
^S3.ik> effectually removed without medicine, and witlioiit
343.50 dangerous surgical opetal lone, bougies, inslrm
ment*. rings. <»r cordials; j ointing out a mode of
cure nt once certain and eficctunl. by "hlch evei y
sufferer, no matter what his condition may be, may
cure himself cheaply, privately and radically.
f^TThhi Ipcture trill ptvre a boon to thousand!
and thousands.
Pent, under real, in n pi -In envelope, to nny nd-
dress, on receipt of six cents, or two postage
3 l
J \ .MES LEFFP.L A CO..
49-1 y Springfield. Ohio.
1) BAYING!
BANKING.
JH58IIS mu
\ DANKER,
HOLLAND. - . MCIH1GAN.
000^^: MILLION
A inrxs, B*»r asd eonptete Guide to
Wedlock.«oai»iolof, with mor oihen,
Uo following tbspuni A comp«teat
VVrmviibood, Sflfttion oMTifc, EmMnces
of Virginity, TeoiMramcrt*. coirpiiMo
jnd iiicom’puible, SUrllity la Wodi#b,
ic-ia*s snJ treatment, Adfics to Undo."
8 bf'-‘ 1 1 ,l11 groom, Ajvice to Huibaixit, Ad rice to
Wife*, rr<wti1ulioB, iti cautei, Ctlibaey and Matrimony com-
pare!, Conjugal duliea, Conception, Confinement. Love rod
lourtibir. Impedimenta to Marriage In malsand (emale.ScIsne#
of Rfprodottbn, hlngl* I.Ua coniktered. Law of Marriogn,
Law of Dif»rce, l^-ctl right* of married won.tn.ate., Inelcd-
Ing Diseises peculiar to Women, thslr cauaet rA treat-
menu A Ix-ik for prirate and con»id«nti resding. oi 320 psge*,
rUh full 1 Uts Lografinga, by mail, aealeii, (or CO Ciots.
-THE PRIVATE MEDICAL ADVISER”
on Brphnia, Gonorrheas, Gleet, Btrleture, Varteo-
C Ve, he., a!.0 nn BpcrmatorrhoDS. Sexuoi Debility, and
Impotenoy. from S«lf-»bui« and Excei.e*, cauiing Seminal
foiiintni. Nirronaaet*. Avenion to Social;, Confoiioo of
Meaa, 1 bytieal Decay. Uimaeat of Sight, Delcctlfs Memory,
Lor* of Sexual tower, etc., making msrriage improper or
unhappy, girlog treatment, and a great many faloaUe receipti
(„r the cure U *11 prime dMU«a ; 224 pages W pUtos,
9edlral‘ *d»lee."l<erlare on Manhood sad Wnimnhnnd, 10 a.
FOR OWE DOLLAR ™ send *11 three ot thejpggHWMB »linv* (iesrrilird books,
Jdrefy bound In one volume, containing (1(0 page* and over
tuiillmiratloni, and embracing everything on the genera-
tive iraiciu that i* worth knowing. Theromb'ned volume n
notilivclv the moit popular Medu-al Book pubiidicd.
The Author i* an cxrsrieiiced phyiiclan of many
year* nractioe. (M U well known), and ths adfk# given,
and rule* for trratinant laid down, will be found of goal
value to those suffering from Impurities of the system, rorly
errors, lost vigor. or any of tha nuraerou* trouble* coming
under the held ot - Pnvat o’- or "Chromo-* diieasw.-
FuMsge i lamps ti
PRs-BUTI
Ire^uiatioti
The undersicned hereby informs hi* fellnw-dti-
zen* thni he hit* had roust; ncod for him a platform
spring dray, something new. nent ami strong, and .
has oilier wagon* and singie-horso drays to supply
a popular want, and i* now ready to serve the
eitiaeiis of Holland lu the very best methods of
d raying at reasonable rati s.
FfT’Mv dray will 1>G on hand six days In the |
week, ruin or shine.
FOR SAINT WEATHER I HAVE LAE3E CCVEE3 TO |
PEEVSHT THE FBEI3BT FECH
OETTINO WET.
stamp*.
Address the Publishers, 19-1 v
IBS Cflimil HSS1CAL C0„
41 Aas , NexYotk; Post Office Box.iSEC.
A MONTH guaranteed. $12 a day at
home made by the Industrious. Capital
not required; we will start you. Men.
^ - - women, hoys and girls make money faster
OITTIKO SI. irsi7»rm!pi™T.’,n'ffl
Order* for dray« can he left at E. Herold’s hoot ut Those who are wise wiio see this notice
and shoe store, and will always receive Immediate ,Cn(j |)H their addresses at once and see for 'nen
attention. For further particulars, or contracts. K(,|VtiS. c’ostlv outfit ami terms free. Now i*
apply to ihe proprietor. , time. Those 'already at '“V,!1.8 "Swmi a.
Ed. J. Harrington, Jr. sums of money. Address TRI E & CO.. Ajuatt.
Holland. Nov. 1. 1879. fr^mo. Miilne.
18797 FALL AND WINTER. 1879.
taken In naymraHor anjuifthmc books.y of li.
ARY Mtsbliilifd
«in 1W7. ha*
kill In Uie trtatmeut oi
Does a general Banking, Exchange, and Collec-
tion business. Collections made on all points In
, ______  -- tho United States and Europe. Partlctiiar atten-
____ _____ flon paid to the collections of Banks and Banker*.
_ . . i • ... ..^t„ ,t : It*mlttanc®» made on the day of payment. All
Tne ffDind closioif-out HUle nt Clutlililg |)U.:jne*slntra»ted to me shall have prompt atten- ; ____________ ___ ________ _
nmiositc the Pobt Oifice has no Cheap John i tion. Interest allowed on time dopoilt*. subject ; r /’’dtc butts ihvtta* oil p»r»on»iuir»Tiagrrom r.ue v
nor auction stock, tint tiM c.-us clotkine, iaci,cck,t .laht '^X.'T^Eo^ 1 W I
well made ami to lie-sold at mnnufucturer’a office. f P h p i Vvaat^.— xt t. not a Trua*. , ^ /prices. . ^ ! 9-n Jacob van putten.
rhwa. tilfwt Mrlflare. Orehlll*. all I'riaxry TmablM, h;pli|.
Iltleor Merraftal tffr<-tloni of the thrust, ikiu or bottus-
treated with *iirce»s, without u*lux Mercury,
PATI ENTq +»PATPn by mail .
nor tonal ,
ll i* in U il)g 1 ---
S TREATED andetpro.,,
__ li! ^  Ill Min' ‘ slere |HTI.il e.
p r ual cuniultitinn iirvtrrteil, wun-a I* KUKKsnU inviud
o DK. BUTTS I Us al n w>  iuff*Tlog from BUF--
' TORE to und hi " • ------- J “ ‘
auarei ih m 1
iftdvanUga. — .  _ --- r
All comnitmtratlonk strictly confidential, and anould be
fclUrsiMtl t > UK. Ulirt'o . 1/NwrUi Sot ot . si. hunts, »o.
Bonnets, Hats, Feathers,
Flowers , Laces, Embroidery , Ruching,
COLLARS AND CUFFS,
Hosiery, Gloves, Shawls, Circulars. Clonkine «nd Ready .Made
Cloaks, nil kinds of Worsted Goods, Germantown Wool
find Worsted, Perforated Paper. In all colors,
And a full line of
SILK AIT ID CIK/AIPE.
L. & S. VAN DEN BERGE,
QHTH STREET • ' HO EL A. IT ID, MICH
